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Foreword
The changes that have taken place in v\holesalinp; in general
and in grocery viholesaling in particular during the last two decades
have resulted in a great revision in the policies of the "VTiholesale grocer.
The grovith of the chain store system, the attempt of manufacturers to
sell directly to retailers, and the decrease in gross profit margin have
caxised the vholesaler to work for closer relations with his customers,
adopt controlled brands of goods, and keep stricter control over costs (l).
Tihether or not the "wholesale grocer changes his policies
to meet these alterations in his business world, the effects 17111 be
shown in his books of acccurt. Ys/here new policies are adopted, their
effectiveness will be measured in terms of profit or loss to the concern.
Such policies and their measurement presuppose a knovdedge of neiv trends
in the field of grocery wholesaling, a knowledge of accounting principles
as they are applied to the "Viholesale grocer, and a sound accounting system
as the mediujn through ivhich these principles are ^applied and through
Thich data are gathered for measuring the progress of the business.
There are numerous textbooks on the subject of accounting
principles in general vhich give the basic rules of accounting that
should be follov/ed in all such systems. There are but a fevi texts
treating the subject of wholesale accounting vdiich present the problems
(l) 'u.S ."'Department of Commerce, Bureau of Foreign & Domestic Commerce.
Effective Grocery Wholesaling . U.S. Government Printing Office.
V/ashington . l^Lil
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6Foreword
faced by wholesalers in general and the methods of treating them (l).
The material presented to the reader in these -volvunes usually leaves
him wi'th a great many ideas concerning accountii^ for all types and
sizes of concerns, but without any idea of vhich ones he should use in
his ovm establishment or hov^ to aj^ply them. Also, these principles can-
not be aoplied universally in all cases, but must be adapted to the needs
of each particular concern. Ydiere a new concern is about to be established,
it is a much easier task to set up a proper accounting system than -where
the business is a going concern and alterations must be made in the present
system, since in the l8.tter case revisions must be made in records, in
routine, and, occasionally, in personnel.
It is the purpose of this thesis to present and discuss the
more advanced accounting principles relating to grocery vdiolesaling, and
finally to arri-ve at a particular accounting sys-tem for a small -whole-
sale grocery concern for purposes of illustration. The material is
presented on the assixmption that the reader has a knov^rledge of the basic
principles of double entry bookkeeping.
The firm used in the illustration will be knonn as the Graham
wholesale Grocery, Inc. It is the author's intention to present:
Tl) Heckert, J.B. and Stone, I.J. Vholesale Accounting and Control.
McGraw-Hill Co., Inc. Hew York"! 1935.
'
Jordan, IT.E. "Accounting for Wholesalers." Lasser, J.K. Hand-
book of Accounting Me-tdiods. D. Van llostrand Co., Inc. Nev/ Yonk.
1 5^ .
~
U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of Foreign & Domestic Commerce.
Effectivo Grocery Yvholes aling. U. S. Government Printing Office.
V/ashington. I9^*
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7Foreword
1. The functions performed by such a concern in general,
and the accounting problems resulting from such
fu.ncti ons.
2. The method of treatm.ent of each problem, and the
accounts and records th at should be kept concerning
them.
At the end of each chapter the method to be used, together
with reasons for using it, will be presented.
The reader is cautioned that this thesis does not attempt to
be all-inclusive regarding the accounting principles applicable to all
v;holesale grocers. It treats only of these principles ifihich should be
applied to the majority of such concerns, and even then it is limited
in its detail. For a more complete treatment of such principles, the
reader is referred to the various texts listed in the bibliography.

8I . The T/^holesale Grocer
^ * Functions
In periods before the growth of chain store systems and rapid
transportation, the vholesaler v;-as a more or less independend middle-
man viio simply purchased foodstuffs in quantity and sold them on order
to retailers. Generally the only functions that he performed ivere
warehousing and delivery. However, the simple methods have been replaced
by numerous and complex services for the i^urpose of strengthening
vhoiesaler-retailer relat ionships
.
Vifith the advent of chain stores, manufacturers and retailers
began to by-pass the iholesaler. Purchases by retailers were made
directly and in quantity resulting in a lesser cost to the retailer,
and thus to the ultimate consumer. In order to meet this competition,
the Tholesaler was forced to sell on a smaller gross margin. Emphasis
was then brought to bear upon the rate of stock turnover and the
excessive amount of costs in order to obtain a profit from the nevj
narrow gross margin (l) .
In addition to a reduction in prices, the #iolesaler began
to increase the number and types of services rendered to his customers
( 1 )
'
Ij . S
.
Department of Commerce, Bureau of Foreign & Domestic Commerce.
Effective Grocery Wholes aling . U.S. Government Printing Office.
1Yashingto n”^ I9HT
.
Page 7: "They (progressive wholesalers) have rather generally
abandoned the old merchandising practice ivtich was based
on the principles of high gross margin per unit and loiv
tu.mover. Instead, it has been an unmistakable tendency
for them to try to compensate for lower gross margin rates
by striving for higher rates of turnover."
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QYkholesale Grocer
in order to strengthen his ties with them and assure himself of sufficient
outlets for his merchandise.
These services novr include retail price suggestion and financial
assistance in many cases (l) . Although the functions of the vfholesaler
are designed to strengthen viiiolesaler-retailer relations, they directly
and indirectly perform a service for the manufacturer. These services
may be stated as follows (2):
1. Services Rendered Retailers
a. Assembles for retailers
b. Purchases in large quantities for retailers
c. Flemishes prompt delivery service
d. Aids in increasing retailers’ stock turnover
e. Grants credit
f. Renders advice
g. Helps retailers in distress
h. Extends financial credit and loans
2, Services to Manufacturers
a. Specializes in distribution
b. Establishes connections v^ith retailers
fl) U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of Foreign & Domestic Commerce.
Effective Grocery Y/ho les allng. U.S. Government Printing Office.
ITashington. 19^1. Peme 11S.
Bec]<man, T.H. Viholesaiing . The Ronald Press Co. Hew York. 1926.
First Edition. ~Page 11.
(2) Ibid.
Heckert, J.B. and Stone, I.J. Whole sale Accounting and Contro l.
McGraw-Hill Co., Inc. New York. 1935* Pp* 9“11*

Wholesale Grocer
c. Cultivates the field intensively
d. Effects savinc^s in transportation
e. Stores for the manufacturer
f. Renders financial assistance
Stabilizes production
h. Simplifies the manufacturers’ accounting problems
i. Reduces the manufacturers’ cost of credit granting
hot all T^olesalers undertake these functions in their entirety.
The "old-line" 'wiaolesalers only perform the services that go v^rith iTare-
housing, delivery, and whatever additional basic services they have been
forced to undertake. The mere progressive i^iiolesalers are ever seeking
new mys of strengthening their market by rendering a full line of
services to retailers.
There are certain characteristics of a lAholesale concern in
addition to the afore-mentioned services TAhich should be mentioned
here (l);
"1. Tiholesalers are typically trading concerns -lAhich
buy and sell but do not manufacture goods,
2. Selling is done primarily by salesmen vjho call
on the customers or sell from the floor of the
house.
3 . Sales are largely on credit.
1+. Service must be prompt.
( 1 ) Hockert, J.B. and Stone, I. J. i'^holesale Accounting and Control
.
McGraw-Hill Co., Inc. Mew York. 1955* Pag© 12.

TiTiolesale Grocer
5 . The trading margin is small.
6. The Iholesaler’ s business is of medium size
(Majority have capitals ranging from $100,000
to $500 , 000 ).
7. Tvholesalers usually serve limited territories."
The fifth characteristic is one of the most important. It
is to be remembered that all the obligations imposed upon the concern,
both by the nature of the services it voluntarily renders, and by the
nature of its characteristics, must be fulfilled and yet keep operating
and other costs low enough to produce a net profit. This raises the
problem of adequate accounting and efficient organization.
B. Accounting Problems
The foregoing functions and characteristics of a v^holesale
grocer result in the following accounting problems according to J.
Brocks Heckert (l):
1. Control of selling costs
2. Control of inventory
3 . Control of accounts receivable
Another author on the subject, Nathan E. Jordan, suggests a
fourth problem, that of "Control of finances" (2). Hovrever, proper
TT) IbiT"
(2) Jordan, II.E. "Accounting for Wholesalers." Lasser, J.K. Hand-
book of Accounting Methods. D. Van Nostrand Co., Inc. New York.
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control of each of the above items will automatically render financial
control. Thus, control of selling: costs will enable management to
forecast the need for funds to meet this cost; control of inventory
vrill enable management to reduce its investment in inventories to a
minimum; control of accounts receivable will enable management to reduce
its cost of carrying these accounts and to budget cash receipts and dis-
bursements. By use of standard costs and budgets in relation to these
three, management will have adequate financial control.
The accounting system of the concern must be so designed as
to gather adequate data for such control, and also to furnish the usual
elements of protection, guidance aid coordination comraon to all accounting
systems. This presupposes adequate standards, budgets, records, statistics
and reports (l)
.
This system is only one of the facilities upon which manage-
ment must depend. To be sure, it is one of the most important facilities
of the concern, and as such must be adequate and well designed. This
the accountant mst keep in mind at all times when studying the problem
of a nev7 system. However, anothor very important item, one upon -which
the accounting system itself is based, is an efficient working organization.
In order to attain proper control, the accounting system must be based on
a logical division of responsibility. ’Ahere the organization has already
(l) He'ckert, J.B. and Stone, I.J. Wholesal e Accounting and Contro l.
McGraw-Hill Co., Inc. Hev/ York. 1935* Page 12.
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Tiholesale Grocer
been established, it will be more difficult to install an adequate
accounting system, but the system will bring to light the errors in
orgsxLization enabling majiagement to change them (l).
Consequently, in beginning his task of designing a new system
for the "wholesale grocer, the accountant should make a thorough study of
the desired organization. Consideration must be given to the present
organization, if it is a going concern, and changes noted ii^iere necessary.
If the changes -would be too great or too costly, for example alterations
to the buildings to alter the shipping and receiving procedure, the
accounting system itself may have to be adapted in part to existing
conditions.
All phases of operations should be noted by the accountant in
his preliminary studies. The nam.e of each employee and his individual
duties should be "written dovm so that the accountant may have a thorough
knowled'-e of hov/" the concern operates. All of this information is
essential in designinr^ adequate accoxint-ing records to enable proper
controls
.
Once he has a thorough knowledge of the design of the organi-
zation and vdiat it is supposed to accomplish, he can establish the outline
for the ne"w organization upon "I’vhich his accounting system "will be built.
Xiy* Donald, T/.J. Editor-in-Chief . Handbook of Business Administration.
McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc. Hew YorkT ‘ 1931- Se'ctibn IT. Ch'anTer'TI 1 1
.
Page 991
5
’’Even though an organization is rarely built to suit an
accounting system, the work of constr>Jcting such a_
system serves effectively as a check on the effectiveness
or the organization line’-up and usually opens the
executive's eyes to oppor"tunities for changes v^ich will
be of advantage."

T’.'holesale Grocer
Although this phase of the work is essentially a task for a man especially
trained in management, it is wise for the accountant to he familiar with
that field himself. If he is not, he should consult someone who will
work with him in revamping the organization, when his work in this phase
has been completed, he should receive approval of it from the executives;
othejm-ase he may design a 'whole accounting system on it and then have to
change it.
This preliminary study of the organization and its operation
vdll give the system man an opportunity to notice the problems peculiar
to the particular concern, and to become acquainted 'with the personnel.
The net result should be a more complete accounting system and the staff’
s
complete confidence in the accountant (l).
C. Graham wholesale Grocers, Inc
.
1, Present Organization
Graham IVhole sale Grocers, Inc. is a small, "old-line" whole-
sale establishment selling only bulk foodstuffs. Its o^vnership is a
close corporation, all shares of stock being held by members of the sai-e
XT] Heckert, J.B. Accounting Systems - Design & Installation. The
Ronald Press. Hew York. 193^7
Page 31 i "hhile existing methods should not form the basis of the
revised system, they ivill suggest many problems to be
met and particularly many detailed considerations not
revealed elsei'^here in the preliminary study."
Page 32: "By the end of the preliminary survey, the system man
should have gained the confidence and enlisted the full
cooperation of the staff."
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Vvholesale Grocer
family. The management is trained in the essentials of grocery vyholesaling,
but modern methods and innovations are not known or, if known, are not
practiced.
It is a small establishment, having an annual sales volume of
approximately |500»000. Located in a city of 200,000 its operations are
carried on from one centrally located warehouse. Orders are obtained
"over the counter" at the warehouse, or through traveling salesmen, mail
and telephone.
The number of employees, includin?: officers of the corporation,
i s twenty
,
as foil ows
:
Executives I4.
Office Personnel i;
Salesmen 6
Warehousemen and Drivers . 6
Their names and duties are as follo'ws:
John Graham - President
1. General Super-vision - No specific duties
2. He is more or less a figurehead.
Francis Graham - Vice-President
1. Buyer and General Manag;er
2. He is responsible for all activities of the organization,
makes all purchases, and heis complete charge of -the six
salesmen.
3 . All changes in policies, equipment, etc. must first be
approved by him.
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V/holesale Grocer
U. He gives final credit approval,
5 . He may sign checks in the absence of the treasurer •
Robert Graham - Clerk
1. He works in the v/arehouse most of the time, assisting
the other men.
2. He contributes toward the control of the organization
in only an advisory capacity.
3 . In the absence of the vice-president he passes approval
on minor issues.
Mary Graham - Treasurer
1. She has complete charge of the office.
2. As treasurer she handles all cash receipts and Vvrites
all checks. She also has the responsibility of
recording the cash received in the cash receipts journal,
3 . She takes care of counter sales.
Jane Smith
1. She is a bookkeeper and clerk. As such she is responsible
for recording the daily sales, purchases, and cash dis-
bursments.
2. She posts the accounts receivable and accounts payable
detail daily.
3 . She does stenographic work when necessary.
I4.. She makes out statements of customers’ accounts at the
end of each v/eek.
Virginia Robinson
1, She is responsible for pricing and extending all sales
invoices after the order is filled and prior to its
leaving tho warehouse.
2. She must note all changes in cost prices on the various
items received when she okays purchase invoices. She
imist then record the changes on the concern’s cost and
price records which are kept in a Remington-Rand Kardex
File
.
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Viholesale Grocer
3. She assists the accounts receivable clerk in making up
weekly statements to customers.
Helen Jones
1. She is responsible for keeping salesmen’s catalogues
as up to date as possible.
2. Prior to her assignment to catalogues, she 'was in charge
of perpetual inventory.
3 . The salesmen’s cataloe^jes require only one-half day’s
vrork each day. She does "V'diatever additional -work is
assigned to her in her free time. If there is no vfork,
she goes home.
Salesmen:
1 . John Holden
Covers the Horth and West sections of the Ci'ty.
2. Harold Vilhite
Covers the East and South sections of the City.
3 . Ronald Carmody )
1+. George Foley ) Each covers one fourth of the
County outside the City limits.
5 . Horace Tyinon )
6. Frederick Johnson)
T^an Swenson
1. He is the head •'mrehousem.an end is responsible for the
proper functioning of the warehouse and truck crews.
2. All orders must pass through him.
3. He initials all purchase invoices received after
checking the goods covered by them.
I4.. He also initials all sales invoices after the orders
have been checked out and loaded on the trucks.
V/arehousemen;
1. Albert Simons - Assists the head vifarehou seman in receiving,
storing and shipping merchandise.
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Vifholesale Grocer
2. Harlow Marble - Assists the head warehouseman in receiving,
storing and shipping merchandise.
Drivers:
1 . Robert Macy )
Each drives one of the three Company-
2. Joseph Simpson) oraed trucks. They serve no particular
territory, delivering vdierever they are
3 . Matthew Rogers) sent by the chief v/arehouseman.
The accainting system is simple in form consisting of:
1. A general ledger
2. An accounts receivable detail ledger
3 . An accounts payable detail ledger
Ii-. A general journal
3
.
A purchases journal
6. A sales journal
7« A cash receipts journal
8. A cash disbursements journal
The information for the vast majority of entries in these
books of account is obtained from pi^rchase invoices, sales invoices,
and summaries of cash receipts turned in by the salesmen.
The purchases are entered individually each day, the detail
bein': posted directly from the individual invoices. All sales ere
recorded in total in the same manner, other than cash sales vdiich are
not posted to the detailed ledger, but which are entered in the cash
receipts journal as a daily total.
The bookkeeper and treasurer make all routine entries. The
books are audited and closed annually by a public accountant who is

19
TOiolesale Grocer
available at all times to make entries of an unusual nature -with vMch
the office employees do not know how to cope.
The office procedure for handlinp* invoices and cash is as
follows:
Purchases
1. Purchase invoices are received from the warehouse after
they have been checked and initialed by the chief vrare-
houseman.
2, They are then checked by Virginia Robinson for price
changes if any. These changes are then made on the
price records of the concern, the sales price being
changed accordingly.
Next they are given to Jane Smith vAio numbers the purchase
invoices received for the day and enters them in the
purchase journal.
I4.. The invoices are then posted directly to the individual
accounts in the accounts payable detail ledger.
5 . Once entered, they are filed in "Bills Payable" file
^-5hich is check daily by the treasurer. As discount and
credit periods expire, the bills are paid.
6. Once paid, the purchase invoices are filed according to
vendor.
Sales
1. Sales orders written by the salesmen are used for the
sales invoices. There is no transcribing of orders.

20
Viholesale Grocer
2. The orders are turned in to the office by the salesmen,
sent to the warehouse for filling, and returned to the
office for pricing and extending. This procedure elimi-
nates the pricing and extending of items thich are found
to be out of stock as the order is being filled.
3 . rhile the order is being filled and delivered, a copy
of it is kept in the office as a check on return of
the delivery receipt by the driver.
i;. Sales are entered in the sales journal as a total each
day, cash sales being entered as a total in the cash
receipts journal.
5 . The sales invoices serve as the basis for entries in the
accounts receivable ledger.
6. Copies of the invoices are filed by customer and by
salesman. No attempt is made to keep a record of invoices
by number at any time.
Cash Receipts
1. Collections are made by the salesmen "vdio record the
customer’s name and the amounts on a copy of the sales
order. Those receicts, together with the list of
customers and their amounts are turned in to the
treasurer daily. She then verifies them.
2. Cash received through the mail or over the counter is
received by the treasurer vAio records the receipts on
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Wholesale Grocer
a sales invoice.
3 . These sales invoices used for preliminary records of
cash receipts serve as the basis for recording the
cash receipts by individual customers and for posting
to the accounts receDvable detail.
1;. After all entries have been made, these invoices are
filed according to salesman.
All cash receipts are deposited daily.
Cash Disbujrsements
1. Checks are "written directly from purchase invoices and
expense bills.
2. Distribution to the various expense accounts is made
at the time of payment.
5» An accounts payable detail ledger for merchandise
purchases only is kepb. Posting to this book is done
from the "paid" invoices.
No record of m.erchandise inventory is kept other than the
"buyer’s occasional count. 'Cntil recently an attempt v;-as made to keep
a perpetual inventory in t.vo large loose-leaf binders; but the system
was so inefficient and fatiguing to the inventory clerk, that it was
abandoned as useless.
'vftien necessary, additional financing is done by loans from a
local bank. These loans enable the concern to buy in large cfiantities,
to procure larger discounts, lower freight and express charges, and they
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Taiolesale Grocer
necessitate fewer purchase orders.
Wsige compensations are based as follows;
1. Executives are paid on the basis of an annual salary.
2. Salesmen are paid on the basis of a weekly salary plus
a commission on net sales.
3. Office personnel are paid a straie;ht salary.
U. Yferehousemen and drivers are paid by the hour.
A separate payroll book is kept for a record of vreekly wages
and deductions. No proof of this book is made quarterly when the various
State and Federal taxes are paid, but this task is Deft to the accountant
at the time of his annual audit.
Sales returns and allowances are recorded in the sales journal
from memo sheets, #iile purchase returns a.nd allowances are recorded in
the purchases journal. Special columns in these journals enable doing
this efficiently, thus eliminating special journals or general journal
entries for these items.
There is no departmentalization of products nor specific
warehouse assembly routine.
General ledger accounts are classified according to their
nature, no attempt being made to classify them according to functions.
No use is made of standard costs in any phase of the operations,
nor is any attemnt made to determine the profitability of controlled
brands nor of customers.
There is no pretense of a budget, expenses being paid as they
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Viholesale Grocer
are incurred, -with sole dependence upon the .judgment of the vice-president
in regard to future operations. If cash becomes too lovr, a loan is
negotiated -with the banic. This becomes a dar^erous policy in an organi-
zation of this kind.
These are the major items in the organization and policies
of the concern. T.here possible, a still more detailed study should be
made if the accountant deems it advisable. The changes that are
recommended in the system of this illustrative establishment are outlined
at the end of each of the follovn.ng sections, a nev/ phase being treated
each time. Those relating to the organization itself are presented as
follovfs:
2. Proposed Organization
The preceding section outlined the present organization. Many
of the facts stated dealt mth the accounting system rather than purely
with the organization itself. These facts were presented purposely to
give the reader as complete a picture of present operations as time and
space v/ould permit. Hovrever, in presenting the proposed organization,
the author will deal vdth the organization itself in this section. The
accounting aspects of the new system will be treated in later sections.
In outlininp; the new organization the author vdll oresent only
those changes vhich should be made in the present structure.
The corporate form of organization is by far the best for such
a concern as this. The large investment required is usually too great
a risk and amount for an individual proprietorship or partnership. Con-

Viliolesale Grocer
sequently, no change is recommended in the basic form of the organization,
but changes in duties are recommended as follov/s;
Vice-President
1. His duties are too great in number. He has the concern
in the palm of his hand. No operations can be carried
on vfithout him.
2, The duties of buyer should be assigned to the clerk viho
is actually vrorking in the warehouse. This would enable
the vice-president to concentrate his efforts on selling,
general management, and study of credit, etc.
Clerk
1. He should be given the duties of buyer and of being
responsible for the perpetual inventor^’’, once a nevf
one is installed.
2. He should also have complete charge of the warehouse,
serving in the capacity of v;arehouse supervisor.
3 . He should be second in control of the vjhole concern, talcing
over in the absence of the vice-president.
Helen Jones
1. She should be assigned to the perpetual inventory records
when the nevr system is in operation. If necessary, due to
the volume of item.s to bf handled, an additional clerk
should be hired to help on the inventory and catalogues.
These are the only changes recommended in the administrative
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V'.liolesale Grocer
functions of the orejani zation. It vrf.ll be noted that the president was
f;iYen no additional duties in the new arrangement, even though his duties,
if any, in the old were not specific. This is due to the fact that the
position is held by John Graham, head of the Graham family, and is mostly
an honorary or nominal position. As far as actual duties are concerned,
the office of vice-president could be eliminated if the operations per-
formed by that executive were carried on by the president. Hovever,
this is presented as an illustration of one of the peculiarities that
the accountant is likely to meet in a concern of this type.
The remainder of this thesis will treat of the various
accounting records and problems of control for a vholesale grocer. In
each illustration of the Grdi am Yi/holesale Grocery, only the new aspects
of the accounting system will be presented, the present aspects having
already been outlined.
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Sales & Purchase Records
II. The Ssles and Purchase Records
A. Sales Record
1 , S ales Order Routine
The sales order forir and the subsequent order routine should
be so designed as to permit the most efficient recording, assembling
and deli-verDng of the order, recording of the sale and posting of the
perpetual inventory. The forms and methods that could be used are
numerous. The importance of selecting the proper ones was brought out
in a survey conducted by the TJ. S. Department of Commerce among wholesale
grocers (l):
"In many houses, the method of handling the order
from the time it is received in the office until
the invoice is sent to the warehouse has been
developed in an extremely haphazard and wasteful
manner M-ny useless forms and unnecessary
steps were fcund in the course of this survey,
and yet much essential inform.ation was not
available .
"
The steps involved in order routine are as follovrs (2):
1. Registering orders
2. Credit approval
3. Prices, vreights, and extensions
U. Stock records
5 . Stock rooms
a. Filling from a single copy of the order
Tir if. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of Foreign & Domestic Commerce,
Effe ctive Grocery Yholesaling . TJ. S. Government Printing Office.
Washington. 19^1 • Page 11 •
*
(2) Beckman, T, N. Vhole saling . The Ronald Press, hew York, 193^*
First Edition. Page
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Sales & Purchase Records
h. Filling from departmental order copies or
floor slips
These steps presuppose the lAriting of the order either by
the salesman vdien he receiTes the order or by an office clerk after
the salesman sends in the order. The former is the nontranscription
method and the most commonly used order routine in the vAiolesale grocery
trade today (l). The latter is called the transcription method of
order routine.
Under the nontranscription method, copies of the order that
are written in the field by the salesmen are used throughout all steps
of the order routine. Under the transcription method, the clerk rev^ites
the orders on different forms, which forms serve in fu-lfilling the
necessary steps.
These methods may be further classified as follows (2):
"1. Uontranscription methods with copies of the
salesmen* s orders used for order assembly.
2. Uontranscription methods with separate
floor slips for use in order assembly,
produced mechanically in the office.
3 . Nontranscription methods of cash and
carry and mil-call business.
U* Transcription methods, with a sequence of
invoice lines the same as that of the
merchandise in the 'warehouse.”
The first of these classifications has already been mentioned.
(1) U. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of Foreign & Domestic Commerce.
Effective Grocery Vi/holesalii:g . U. S. Government Printing Office.
Washington. 19J|1. Page 86.'
(2) Ibid.
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Sales & Purchase Records
It is usually found most useful in concerns Vvhere the orders can be
assembled on one floor, where orders are assembled on tv/o or more
floors at the same time, too many copies of the order would be required,
resulting; in illeg;ible sheets as the copies increase. The second class
of nontranscripti on order would serve best in such a case.
This requires that separate floor slips be produced by machines
in the office. The original order as written by the salesman is still
used as the sales invoice, but the additional slips are used for assembling
the order in the warehouse.
The third class is specially designed for an establishment
which sells on a large cash and carry, or vdll-call basis. This requires
that the order be taken and filled while the customer waits or before
he calls for the order. It calls for faster work on the part of all
concerned. This routine usually differs from the otciers in that the
invoice is being priced and extended in the office while the order is
being filled from another copy in the warehouse, or the customer pays
for the goods and then talces the receipted invoice to the warehouse to
have the order assembled.
The transcription method is used v^ere the order sheet is of
such a design that it cannot be used as a sales invoice. This is usually
the case Yhere the order sheet carries a list of all merchandise sold.
Such a sheet would not serve as a proper invoice to a customer iTdio
usually buys only a relatively small number of the various items offered
at any one time. The order sheet is the basis for transferring the items
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Sales & Purchase Records
sold to a regular sales invoice.
The wholesaler must ascertain the type of business he is going
to do and how his orders are going to be received. The system man must
then design the order form and order routine accordingly.
The order routine should provide for fulfillment of the steps
<
mentioned previously. T^fhen there is no definite routine for handling
orders, invoices become lost, delays occur, and ill-feeling results.
The registering of orders is important, for orders can be
followed up by the register numbers given them. ITihen the invoices are
sent to the v/arehouse for assembly, the entry in the register serves as
a check on "Pdiether or not the sheets vrere returned to the office or the
receioted delivery invoice returned by the driver. PJhen invoices are
not numbered or registered and they beccme lost, the old "buck-passing"
results in the salesman’s claiming that he turned the orders in, TAhile
the warehousemen and office personnel disclaim ever having seen them.
Vvhere invoices are not prenumbered, they must be given a number at the
time of registering; vAxere they are prenumbered, registration is simply
a matter of recording the invoice number in a special book.
Credit approval need be passed only on new accounts or on
accounts vdiich have been slow in payment. This presupposes a credit
investigation department and a close account of the ages of accounts
receivable. A list of the doubtful accounts furnished the pricing and
extending clerk will serve as a check on orders from old customers. Orders
from new customers can be approved by the head of the credit department or

Sales & Purchase Records
by a responsible executive when they are received in the office.
Pricing, weights and extensions can be performed before or
after the order is assembled. In the former instance, the invoices must
be returned to the office for correction vdien they contain items that
are found to be out of stock. In the latter case the order is all
assembled prior to pricing, etc. so that there is no need for further
correction. It would seem that this would be the better method, but
the needs of the individual concern may require the former.
hhere a perpetual inventory is kept, a copy of the sales order
must be used for posting to the inventory records. This can be the same
co^ used for posting the accounts receivable detail, or it can be a
separate one, depending upon the operations of the office.
Some concerns fill all orders frcan one copy of the sales
invoice, vhile others use separate copies or departmental and floor
slips, hhere the concern is large and simultaneous order assembly from
several departments or floors is desired, the letter method will serve
best. Otherwise, the former is the least expensive and most efficient.
A copy of each invoice should be used for distributing the
sales and cost of sales for each department on a daily sales summary
sheet. Monthly totals of departmental distribution are in turn trans-
ferred to a departmental sales analysis sheet (l).
Proper routing of the sales invoice and all its copies is
(1) HecT^rt, d. B. and Stone, I. J. 11/holesale Accounting and Control .
McGravz-Hill Co., Inc. Rev/ York. 1935* Psg^3lL7
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Sales & Purchase Records
important. No set rule can be established, hoTrvever, for it depends to
a larpe extent on the size of the business, physical characteristics of
the warehouse, and the type of sa].es order used. There are a number of
business form firms vdio will aid in this respect by outlining the proper
procedure and suggesting the proper forms.
2. Sales Discounts
In concerns vdiere cash discounts are offered to customers for
prompt payment of sales in-voices, care must be taken to see that these
discounts do not find their way into the collecting salesmen’s pockets.
Close v/atch should be kept of discount periods, and any unusual discounts
taken in excess of the period should be investigated.
No special record or form is necessary for recording the dis-
counts, a notation being made by the salesman of the gross amount owed,
the discount taken, and the net cash received.
3 . Sales Returns and Allowances
Special credit forms or a sales order form Vihich plainly shows
its credit status should be used in this case, bhen goods are returned
by a customer, the adjustment manager, if there is one, should pass on
vdiether or not the customer should be given credit. If he should be, then
a credit memorandum is sent to him and copies are sent to all departments
v^hich receive copies of sales invoices (1)
.
(1) Ileckert, J. B. and Stone, I. J. Wholesale Accounting and Control.
McGrav/-Hill Co., Inc. Nev;- York. ~ 1955* Pages~3^"^.
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ii.. Sales JourIt el
The sales journal should proTide coluims for the date, cash
sales, accounts receivable, total sales and distribution of daily sales
to departments. As used here, the cash sales is merely a clearing
account, the charge from the sales journal being offset by a credit from
the cash receipts journal in the cash sales account in the general ledger.
Yliere there is no need to record total daily sales in the sales journal,
this column can be eliminated and account sales only recorded here.
5 . Sales Returns and Allowances Journal
Yrhere such rettirns aud allowances are numerous, separate accounts
and separate journals can be used. However, in miost cases the entries
can be made through the general journal or special columns in the sales
journal (1) .
If such a journal is used, it should provide columns for the
date, the reason for the return or allov/ance, the order number or vendor
to be credited, the credit to accounts receivable and the distribution
to the various departm.ents (2).
6. Cost of Sales Journal
T/here departmental inventory accounts are maintained as an
integral :)art of the accounting records, the distributions mentioned in
XT) Heckei-t, J.B. and Stone, I.J. Vholesale Accounting and Control.
McGraw-Hill Co., Inc. llevj- Yorkil 193^^ Pare 5^.
(2) Ibid. Pare ^6 .
1
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the precedini^ journals serve as debits or credits to these accounts arcordirg
to their nature. In such a system, all sales invoices are costed and entered
in a cost of sales journal vhich provides columns for the date, the charge
to cost of sales and the credit to the various departmental accounts. Tvhere
sales and gross margin analyses are carried on to any extent, this is a
useful source of information (1).
B. Putr chase Records
1.
Purchase Order
T/henever a buyer maJces a ourchase, it should be verified by a
ivritten purchase order. Separate purchase orders should be •written for
every purchase, even when •b.’.'o or more depariments order goods from the same
vendor at the sa^^e time (2). These orders .should be made out in various
numibers of copies deoending upon ihe size and complexity of the business.
Yjhere the concern is of any appreciable size, the copies should be dis-
tributed as follovrs:
1. To the vendor
2. To the treasurer
3. To the buyer
U. To the receiving clerk (quantities omitted)
The purpose of omitting quantities on -tdie copy sent to -the
recei-vlng clerk is to provide a blind check. Too often if a receiving
XT) Heckert, J.B. and Stone, I. J, liVholesale Accounting and Control.
I^oGraw-Hill Co., Inc. llev>r York. l’935'.' ^Page~'’55^
(2) Ibid. Pace 39.
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clerk knows the quantity expected, he will either fail to count at all,
or make a hurried and inaccurate count.
The use of different colors for the various copies will facili-
tate distribution-
In some concerns a record is kept by the inventor^'’ clerk of the
date a purchase order is placed and the date the order is received,
together 'vath quantity requested and the quantity actually received.
Yvhere the buyer does not require a separate record, the copy of the invoice
that would ordinarily go to him vdll be sent to the inventory clerk. Where
the buyer desires his ovm. record, a fifth copy should be sent to the
inventory clerk.
Briefly, the reasons for distributing the copies as listed
above are as follows (l):
1. To the vendor - as verification of the order.
2. To the treasurer - for budgeting cash disbursements and
as a check on the purchase price, if any has been agreed
to.
To the buyer - to eliminate duplicate orders and to ena.ble
him to check the quantity of goods when they actually
arrivej also, to enable him to knov/ how much he can expect
vhen the order arrives, should he be considering the
placing of a second order due to a run on stocks.
*(T) Heckert, J. B. and Stone, I. J. "Wholesale Accounting and Control .
McGra'V’^-Hill Co., Inc. ITew York. 1935» Page 39*
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Sales & Purchase Records
U* To "the receiving’ clerk - as a no'ta'tion of "the items
expected and a list upon which he can v/rite the various
quantity figures vdien the merchandise actually arrives.
The fact that he has the names of the items ordered
enables him to detect any substitutes made by the vendor
before the shipment is accepted,
5 . To the inventory clerk - for completion of the perpe’tual
inventory records.
The goods received are checked against the purchase order vjhich
then may be destroyed, or if desired, filed by departments or vendors.
All goods received should be check for quality and quantity by
the receiving clerk and by a clerk of the department which will receive
•the goods. Their reports should be checked before approval of payment
of the freight bill or purchase invoice (l)
.
2. Purchase Invoices and Vouchers
All invoices received from vendors should be in duplicate,
should be approved by the buyer (’vdio keeps one copy for his records),
and should be given an invoice number. They should be entered in a
Dailj^’ Register of Invoices Received.
"An invoice should be required for every purchase
and expense item and cash transactions, except
petty cash items, should be handled in the same
m.anner as charge transactions (2)."
Tl") Heckert
,
J, B. and Stone, I. J. Vvholesale Accou.nting and Control.
McGrav/i-Hill Co., Inc. Kev;- York. ~1955* Pasies 39“^0*
(2) Ibid. Pages UO-U^.
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This eliminates the use of special vouchers, since the purchase
invoices themselves are used as vouchers.
Naturally, there wi] 1 be varjations in the application of the
above recommendations, for some concerns v/il] dispense v/ith the daily
registers, invoices may not be received in duplicate; and T-vhere the concern
is small, the buyer or buyers v^'ill not keep copies. However, the principal
factor mentioned above, that of giving each purchase invoice and expense
item an invoice number, should be foliovved, YJhere such a policy is not
follov/ed, it is usually necessary to make out a separate voucher 'which car
be a time-consuming factor vdien the num.ber of invoices is large.
Under the voucher system a special voucher with three or more
copies is made out for each purchase. One copy (the original) can be so
designed as to be the check with aihich payment 'will be made. The other
copies serve as records, one to be kept in the vendor's file, the other
for reference - filed numerically. The accounts payable at any tim.e are
the original vouchers on hand (-which have not been sent to the vendor) (l).
3 . Purchase Discounts
No special record need be kept of purchase discounts, entry being
made either at the time of recording the purchase invoice or at the time of
payment to the vendor. (See Purchase Journal, page 36 .)
U. Purchase Re-turns and Allowances
Befora goods are shipped back to the vendor, he should be notified
( 1) Heckert, J. B. and Stone, I. J. VJiolesale Accounting and Hontrol.
McGra-w-Hill Co., Inc. New York. 1955* 'Pages "U^-Sl
.
1
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of the intended shipment and the reason for it. Very often this will
eliminate the necessity of the return if the -rendor makes a price
concession.
'.’'Jhere the return is necessary, the shipping cleric v.llD receive
instructions from the buyer; and he should send a memorandiim of the
shipment, together with the bill of lading or other shipping receipt, to
the accounting departm.ent. This department should then notify the vendor
that the shipment has been made. Vdien the resultir^ credit invoice is
received from the vendor, it should be entered in the general journal or
in the purchase returns and allowances journal if one is kept. It should
then be filed with the unpaid invoices and deducted from the next remittance
to the vendor (1).
"Where the goods returned have already been recorded in the per-
petual inventory records, a copy of the purchase returns memorandixm should
be passed to the inventory clerk to serve as a basis for posting to the
records.
5 . Pin* chase Journal
The purchase journal should be so designed as to provide columns
for the date, vendor’s name, invoice number, the credit to trade accounts
payable, and vrhere the concern is departmentalized, the distribution of
purchases to the vsiri ous departments. Vi/here a separate accounts payable
XT) Heckert, J. B. and Stone, I. J. T/holesale Acccunt ing and Control .
McGraw-Hill Co., Inc. weiv York. 1935. Pag^e lilj.’i
1
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account for expenses is not kept, the credit would he sinply to the
accounts payable account (1) .
Some concerns still use an accounts payable detail ledger in
connection \'vith merchandise purchases. Others use a separate voucher
register. It is possible to use the purchase journal as a vcucher register
and eliminate a separate register and the detail ledger. In this procedure
all purchase and expense invoices are entered according to their invoice
number.
"The purchase journal should be in tv/o divisions;
one part covering merchandise invoices, the other
covering expense invoices. Purchases of fixed
equipment, because of their infrequency, should
be entered in the general journal (2)."
There should be three distinct ledger accoujits for accounts
payable as follcws (3):
1. Trade accounts p^able
2. Expense accoimts payable
3. Equipment accounts payable
After they have been entered, they should be placed in a tickler file
for payment vhen due. As they are paid, an entry is made in a special
column of the purchase journal stating the date paid and the check number.
Thus, at any time the total of all entries not having been paid is the
total of the accounts payable, and the unpaid invoices serve as the detail.
XT) Heckert, J. B. and Stone, I. J. lliholesale Accounting and Control.
McGraw-Hill Co., Ine. i'lew York. 'T9 35* Pa^ i;2.
(2) Ibid. Page I42
(3) Ibid. Pages 42-]+3
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Sales & inarch ase Records
All the unpaid invoices may be added on the last day of each month to
prove the correctness of the general ledger control,
T/here freight charges are included in the purchase invoices,
they should be charged to special freight accounts, iflhich, in turn,
should later be closed to the varj.ous merchandise or purchase accounts (l).
b. Purchase Returns and Allovrances Journal
This journal is necessary only i^diere such returns and allovrances
are numerous; othervase such entries can be made through either the general
journal or special columns in the purchase journal.
If it is used, it should provide colurms for the date, vendor’s
name, amount of the debit to accounts payable, and like the purchase
journal, columns for distribution to the various departments (2).
C« Graham Tvholesale Grocers, Inc,
1. Sales Order Routine
A nontranscription method of sales order in which one copy is
used for assembling the order is recommended. Inasmuch as orders are
voritten by the salesm^an in the field according to the items listed in
his catalogue, and the warehouse is comprised of only a one-stoiy building,
there is no need to have the order rewritten by the clerks, or additional
copies or slips made for assembling,
V/hen the salesman writes the order in the retailer’s store, he
(1) Heckert, J, B, and Stone, I, J. Vholesale Accounting and Control,
McGraw-Hill Co,, Inc, jNew York, "1935
,
(2) Ibid. Page U5»
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should make an original and tvro carbons. These three sheets should be
turned in to the office iihere they will be given a register ntimber and
recorded in the sales invoice register. The office clerk should then
route al] three copies to the warehouse where the order vail be assembled,
^ort items noted on the sheets, the dieets initialed by the chief
warehouseman, and then returned to the office.
Kerb, the pricing clerk will price and extend the invoices,
keeping the triplicate in the office and sending the other two copies
back to the warehouse to accompany the order when it is delivered. The
driver will have the customer sign the original as a receipt and vdll
give him the diuplicate as his invoice. The original v/ill then be returned
to the office and will serve as the basis for entry in the accounts
receivable detail. In the meantime, the triplicate will serve as the
basis for posting the perpetual inventory records, and as a check on the
return of the receipted invoice by the driver.
After the entries have been made in the sales journal and the
accounts receivable ledger, the original should be costed and filed
according to salesman to be used as the basis for sales analysis and
commissions; the triplicate should be filed by invoice number for future
reference.
This method of handling the sales invoices er-ables accurate
account to be kept of the general routine of operations, yet provides the
sales information necessary,'- for sales analysis and distribution by the
public accountant v^enever he desires to make them.
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Sales & Purchase Records
An illus'tra’bDon of a sales order fom of "bhe 'type mentioned
is shovm in Figure 1.
2 , sales Returns and Allowances
Sales returns and allowe.nces should be recorded on a credit
memorandum slip, a copy of vhich is to be given to the customer. The
original v/ill serve as the basis for an entry in iiie sales journal.
The slip ivill then be filed with the original invoice.
Sales Journal
The sales journal should record both cash and charge sales.
Inasmuch as each sales invoice is numbered, the daily sales can be
entered as a total, reference beiii^ made only to the invoice numbers
of the orders. Co]umns for the debits to cash sales and accounts
receivable and the credit to sales are all that 8.re reouired. The
individual invoices vdll serve as the basis for posting to the accounts
receivable detail.
This procedure eliminates the extra work that v/ould be necessi-
tated if each sales invoice were recorded in the sales journal individu-
ally and then posted to the accovints receivable detail.
An illustration of the sales journal is presented in Figure 2.
I;. Purchase Orders
Ea^h time he places an order, the buyer should fill out a
purchase order sheet in duplicate, sending the original to the vendor
and giving the duplicate to the inventory clerk who vdll make an
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appropri 8cbe entry on her records (l)« This same duplicate can then be
used by the pricing clerk for checking against the purchase invoice when
the merchandise is received. Once this checking is completed, the purchase
order can be* attached to the office cooy of the purchase invoice.
This method provides a safe and efficient means of keeping
account of purchase commitments.
5 . Purchase Invoices
Before approval is given, purchase invoices should be checked
against the actual quantity and quality of the merchandise received.
The check for quantity should be made either by the head vmrehouseman or
the buyer, but the check for quality should be made by the buyer.
Y'.lien the check has been made, the invoice should be initialed
and sent to the office where the pricing clerk v/ill check the prices and
extensions. If they are found to be all right, she will sirn her name,
keeping one copy of the invoice for herself, and return the signed copy
to the driver. She will then note any cost price and subsequent selling
price changes on her price records.
The purchase invoice kept in the office shou.ld be given an
invoice number, entered in the pvir chase journal, and then filed in a
tickler file to await payment.
6. Purchase Returns and Allovmnces
These returns and allov/^ances should be recorded on memorandum
Tiy See Page 127 - Perpetual Inventory System
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U5
slips pendinp; receipt of a credit invoice from the vendor. These credits
should he handled in the same manner as was mentioned previously in this
chapter, entry being made in the purchase journal.
7 . Purcha.se Journal
The purchase journal should serve as a voucher register in
order to eliminate the present vrork of keeping a detailed accounts
payable ledger. The procedure under such a method is the same as that
explained in the paragrq)hs dealing vdth purchase journals, and no
further mention need be made of it here.
Axi illtistration of a purch8.se journal th at can be used as a
voucher register is shovm in Figure 3*
8. Change s in Dutie s of the Personnel
The elimination of the a.ccounts payable detail ledger enables
the bookkeeper to devote some of her time to other vrerk. By relieving
the pricing clerk of some of her work, such as helping with the
customers’ statements each "vveek, the latter vdll have the time to
cost sales invoices, a task never before performed in the concern (l).
Cl) Ref'. Page I6
f-j ‘ ' '1
. sJ
I'kiA £m
Purchase Journal
Record of Invoices Payable taken into Account for Month of
Figure 5
h6
,9 Hundreds
Record of Invoices Payable taken into Account for Month of 19 Hundreds
DATE OF INVOICE NAME OURINVOICE
NO.
A
CREDIT
V
MISCELLANEOUS
CREDITS
ACCOUNTS
AFFECTED
CHARGE
ACCOUNTS
PAYABLE
V DATE PAID
MONTH DAY YEAR PAYABLE
Amounts Brougtit Forward
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
i
i
-
i
65
66
67
68
69
I
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
j
!l
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
/
95
96
97
98
99
1
Amoimts Carried Forward
r—
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III
Ledger Accounts
A. Soles ond Purchs.se Accounts
The preceding chapter has dealt vdth the method of handling
sales ond purchase invoices and recording them in the books of original
entry. It is necessary that these entries be suimn.ari zed perindically
and posted to the sales account and a purchase account in the general
ledger. If the company is large enough, separate sales and purchase
accounts may be kept for each deoartment. These may be kept in the
general ledger or a special detail ledger may be provided with control
accounts maintained in the general ledger (l).
Sales and purchase returns and allor^ances may be handled in
the sane manner, lihere they are sufficiently numerous to warrant it,
returns should have an account separate from allovfances.
The general ledger should also contain accounts for sales
discounts and purchase discounts. Tvhere the difference between cost
and sales price is small or negligible, the latter account is important
in making a margin, since it reduces the cost of goods sold.
B. Expense Accounts
1. Classification and Allocation of Expenses
In any business it is usually an easy matter to classify expenses
according to their nature, such as;
XT}* Heclcert, J. B. and Stone, I. J. Wholesale Accounting and Control.
McGraw-Hill Co., Inc. New York. l935« Pa7e'Y2.
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Ledger Accotints
1. Salaries and Vi?ages
2. Rent
Telephone and telegraph
h* Heat, light, povrer, etc.
It is usually a more difficult matter to classify them according to the
functions performed by incurring these expenses. For example, rent is
usu.a! ly paid in a ]ump sum covering the warehouse and the office. The
former performs the functions of receiving, handling, and shipping, viiile
the latter is responsible for the administrative functions of the concern.
The question now arises as to how much rent should be charged to warehouse
expense and hovr mu.ch to administrative expense.
Tne question becomes farther complicated vdien the concern is
der)artmentalized, for iiie expenses should then be charged to the various
departments, just as sales and purchases are credited and charged to them
respectively, in order to permit the deterrainiati on of profit or loss by
departments. The follo^Ting is an illustrative list of departmentalization
of merchand5.se for a wholesale grocer ( 1)5
1. Sugar
2. Coffee
3* Tea
h- Canned goods
5* Canned milk
6. Dried fruits, including nuts
The Ronald Press, hew York. 1936.First Edition. Fage
0
fl
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1. Salaries and v/ages
2. Rent
3 . Telephone and telegraph
h» Heat, light, power, etc.
It is usually a more difficult matter to classify them according to the
functions performed by incurring these expenses. For example, rent is
usual ly paid in a. lump sum covering the warehouse and the office. The
former performs the functions of receiving, handling, and shipping, while
the latter is responsible for the administrative functions of the concern.
The question nov; arises as to how' much rent should be charged to irarehouse
expense and hoiv much to administrative expense.
The question becomes fUrther complicated when the concern is
departmentalized, for the expenses should then be charged to the various
departments, just as sales and purchases are credited and charged to them
respectively, in order to permit the determiniation of profit or loss by
departments. The follo;^g is an illustrative list of departrentalization
of merchandise for a wholesale grocer (l)t
1. Sugar
2, Coffee
3* Tea
ii. Canned goods
Canned milk
6. Dried fruits, including nuts
T*!) Becfanan, T. w. Wholesaling.
First Edition. Fage “957
The Ronald Press, ^jew York. 1936.
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7 . Extracts, seeds and spices
8. Dried beans and peas
9» Farinaceous foods
10. Jams, iellies and preserves
11. Syrups and molasses
12. C andy
13 * Condiments
llj.. Cheese, salt and provisions
15« Beverages and fountain supplies
16 . Miscellaneous edibles
17* Cigars, cigarettes and tobacco
18. Smoker’s sundries
19 • Soaps and cleaners
20. Paper products
21. Tires and accessories
22. Drugs, notions and polishes
23 . Miscellaneous non-edibles
Not only are these departments responsible for idie operating
expenses directly incurred as a result of their existence, svxch as
shipping and handling expenses, but they should be charged vdth the costs
of selling the merchandise, such as general selling expense, truck end
delivery expense, etc. This necessitates the classification of expenses
according to functions and the distribution of these functional expenses
to the various departments on predetermined bases. Such allocation should
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not be applied to nonoperating income and expense items, since department
managers usually have no control over them.
The functions performed by individual concerns vary, but the
follo^ving list is typical:
1. General selling expenses
2. Shipping and handling expenses
5 . Truck and delivery expense
ii. Occupancy expense
5 . Investment expense
6. Credit and collection expense
7* Office and accounting expense
8. General expense
The bases for distribution of these expenses to departments
are (1):
Expens£ Group Basis of Allocation
1. General selling expense Budgeted sales per department
2. Shipping and handling expense . . Weight or tonnage handled
XT) Hec'kert, J. B. and Stone, I. J. Tjholesale Accounting and Control.
McGrav^-Hill Co., Inc. IJev^r "J^ork. 1935* Page"8T:
~
"The distribution of functional expenses to the
departments should be made on loose-leaf analysis
sheets, vhich should be bcxind in an analysis record.
The functional expense accounts should not be
closed throughout the year. At the end of the
year they shoild be closed to the departmental
profit and loss accounts. Current department
profit and loss information may be taken directly
from the analysis sheets."

Ledger Accounts
3 . Truck and delivery expense
a. In-shipments ViTei^t
b . Out- shipments TiTeight
c. City delivery dumber of orders del ivered
ii. Occupancy Floor space occupied
5 . Investment Average value of inventory
6. Credit and collection expense
, Sal es
7« Office and accounting expense
, Periodic analyses and time studies
8. General
^ ^ ^ ^ Total 1 to 7
Other methods should be substituted under special circumstances
Tfliere a study is being made of the profitability of carrying
a present department, or instituting another one, the fxanctional expense
distribution is not enotigh. An analysis must be made of the fixed and
variable expenses applicable to the de:nrtment. If the department cannot
or will not, pay for al 1 of its variable expenses, it should be dropped
or rejected. If it pays for all of its variable and part of its fixed
expenses, then it vd 11 be profitable to keep it, since the fixed expenses
would have to be sustained by o'ther departments if the one under consider
ation were dropped or rejected.
Just as profit soad loss by departmen'ts can be determined by the
allocation of the income and expense, so also cai ‘the profit and loss of
commodity lines, brands, or customers be determined. These are treated
in Chapter V under Standard Cost,
This d.lof’ation of cost "tx) commodities end customers is used
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to answer questions concerning^ the profitability of catering; to certain
customers, of carrying certain brands or lines, of building a new ware-
house, of keeping certain territories and adding new ones, of seeking
rapid turnover of stocks or keeping large inventories.
y/here it is possible to do so, distribution of expenses by
functions should be male at the time the expense is recorded in the books
of account. Vihere this is not possible, distribution should be made
according to a natural classification, these classes being allocated later
on special analysis sheets (l).
Varioxis expense accounts must be supported by accurate and
detailed records. For example, delivery expense should be supported by
expense sheets for each truck, and salesmen's expenses by their itemized
expense vouchers.
In some concerns using standard cost, the cost system is
integrated in the general ledger accounts (2). Tliere this is so,
additional expense accounts for variations from standard are required.
Thus, entries in the regular expense accounts will be made at standard, the
variances from standard being entered in these variation accounts. At the
end of the fiscal period, these accounts are closed to profit and loss.
C. Balance Sheet Accounts
The balance sheet accounts should be titled according to the
XT) Longman, D. R. Distribution Cost Analysi s . Harper & Bros. New
York. 19hl» Peig'e' I4.7.
*
(2) See Chapter V.
^ 1 '
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nature of the asset, liability or capital item. This is usually not
difficult, except T^ere items are of relatively the same nature, such
as in the case of accounts receivable from trade customers and those
receivable from others. T^here the amount of accounts receivable and
payable from and to persons other than customers or vendors is not
appreciable, one account may be used for receivables and another for
payables
.
Separate asset and depreciation reserve accounts should be
maintained for each class of depreciable asset. Thus there should be
accounts for delivery trucks, salesmen’s cars, etc. These should be
supported by detailed records showing the history of the asset.
D. Other Accounts
'‘/hen a concern is large enough, subsidiary ledgers other than
the accounts receivable subsidiary should be kept. J. Brooks Heckert
mentions such ledgers as follows (l);
"a. The subsidiary ledgers for merchandise inventories
consist of the perpetual inventory or stock records
classified by departments."
"b. The fixed asset accounts and their reserves for
depreciation should be supported by a detailed
plant ledger with separate divisions for each
control account. V/ithin each division, the sub-
sidiary accounts should be arranged department ally."
"c. Piles of unpaid invoices constitute the subsidiary
records for accounts payable."
XT) Heckert, J. B. and Stone, I. J. T.holesale Accounting & Control.
McGraw-Hill Co., Inc. New York. ~~T935^'» Fage 66.
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Ledf^pr Accoimts
"d. The capital stock accounts should be supported
by the usual capital stock ledgers."
E. Design of the Accounts
Although the ordinary "T" account is probably the most widely
used ledger account, there may be variations in the design vdiich will
better serve the particular needs of the indi-vidual concern. For
instance, some wholesalers or accountants may want a rtinning balance of
each account in all ledgers. The would require a balance column in
addition to the debit and credit columns. This third column may be in
the center of the sheet or to one side.
Again, the accountant may desire a running balance in the
accounts receivable detail ledger only, allowing use of regular tvro-
column ledger sheets in the general ledger.
Such problems must be v/orked out in each case and are here
presented only for the reader’ s consideration.
The accounts should be placed in the general ledger according
to their classification as asset, liability, capital, income or expense
accounts. Numbers are often used to facilitate reference to the various
acc-unts end to save time and space in books of original entry. Vvhere
used, these num.bers should be grouped according to the classifications
mentioned above.
F . Graham Viholesale Grocers, Inc.
1. Sales and Purchase Accounts
t-j'j r.-':} ' t. *:
LedB;er Accounts
Just as in the usual "wholesale concerns, there will have to
be accounts for sales, purchases, sales discounts, purchase discounts,
and returns and allov/ances of both sales and purchases.
Due to the fact that many packing, houses ship on sia’ht draft
bills of lading, a great proportion of the merchandise purchased is
paid for -while it is stil] en route from the vendor. Such purchases
should be kept in a separate account until the goods have been received.
Consequently, a ne-w account celled merchandise advances should be set
up, entries being made as follov^s:
a. At time of payment of the sight draft;
Dr. Merchandise Advances Cr. Cash \
b. At time of receipt of the goods
Dr. Purchases Cr. Merchandise Advances
This separation enables the accountant, the bookkeeper, or
the buyer to tell at a glance the value of the merchandise in transit.
2, Classific ati on of Expense Accounts
Inasmuch as the concern is small, no departmentalization need
be done. T/here possible, costs should be classified according to the
functions of selling, v/arehousinp;
,
delivery and general administrative
expenses. Periodically the expenses that cannot be so classified should
be apportioned to the various functions. The first three functions
correspond to the first three expense functions listed at the bottom of
Pace ij.7* The last includes functions U-S as shown on tho same pace.
I V
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The expense incurred in this concern, classified according to
functions, should be:
1. Selling expenses
a. Salesmen’s salaries
b. Salesmen's commissions
c. Salesmen’s traveling expenses
d. Advertising
e. Miscellaneous selling expense
2. Delivery expenses
a. Truck repairs
b. Gas and oil
c. Drivers’ salaries
d. Truck insurance
e. Delivery supplies
f. Truck license and taxes
g. Depreciation - truck
h. Miscellaneous delivery expense
3 . TJarehousing expense
a. Tif'arehouse sal aides and wages
b. V.'arehouse repairs
c. Warehouse rent
d. "Warehouse supplies
e. Insurance on inventories
f. Miscellaneous warehouse expense
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U* General management and office expense
a. Officers’ salaries
b. Office salaries
c. Office supplies
d. Telephone and telegraph
e. General repairs
f. Office rent
g. Bad debts
h. Miscellaneous general expense
i. Taxes - proper1:y, etc.
Charity and donations
k. Cash over and short
l. Heat, light and povrer
m. Insurance
n. Interest expense
o. Legal and audit
p. Federal income taxes
q. State income taxes
r. Federal old-age benefit taxes - employer
3. Massachusetts unemployment compensation taxes
t. Federal unemployment compensation taxes
"The Harvard Business Research Bulletin (l) lists several
XT) Harvard University Graduate School of Business Administration.
"System of Operating Accounts for V*holesale Grocers." Bureau of
Business Research Bulletin ^ Harvard University Press. Cambridge,
Massachusetts. 1916.
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other accounts as essential to any v\holesale grocery business, but it
has not been the author’s experience to see any cases in viiich such
accounts would be used, at least not in a concern of the size o^^tlined
here. It is understood that a concern with larger capital and sales
volume would require many more detailed accounts in order to have a
sufficient record of its transactions.
The Handbook of Accounting Methods presents just such a
detailed list of accounts for a large concern (l).
It is not feasible to determine the profitability of all prod-
uct groups, brands, or customers at all times, for the expense would be
prohibitive. An analysis to determine such profitability should be under-
taken only "v^hen it is deemed necessary and it should be limited to the
particular group, brand or customer in question. Such a project would
have to be undertaken by the concern’s accountant and would require a
further breakdo’-m of accoimts than here shovjn. However, the classification
presented is suitable for the ordinary requirements of the company (2).
Standard cost should not be used here as an integral part of
the general ledger expenses ov/ing to the size of the business and the
inexperience of the office staff. Hovrever, standards should be set for
the various expenses listed above and periodic comparison of the actual
vdth the standards made by the acccwntant or the general manager.
(1) Jordan, H. E. "Accounting for IT/holesalers ." Lasser, J. K, Hand-
book of Accounting Methods. D. Van Hostrand Co., Inc. New YorkT
(2) See Cha tter V for further discussion of the methods of determining
net profit by commodities, customers, etc.
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3 . Balance Sheet Accounts
a. Current Assets—The current asset accounts of a vholesale
grocer do not differ in great respect from those of any other concern.
Essentially they are five:
1 ) Petty cash
2) Cash in bank
3) Accounts receivable
1;) Merchandise inventory
5) Merchandise advances
The question of lAhether or not notes receivable and investments
should be added to this list depends upon the practices of the individual
concern. For purposes of this thesis, they will be eliminated.
Merchandise advances represent payments on drafts.
b. Fixed Assets—The followir^ fixed asset accounts assume
that the concern rents the land and buildings that it occupies, as is
evident by the fact that a rent account is listed in the expense section
of the profit and loss accotints:
1 ) Delivery equipment
2) Office equipment
3) Salesmen’s cars
c. Deferred Items—Prepaid items most likely to occur in a
wholesale grocery business are:
1) Preoaid expenses
a) Prepaid insurance
b) Prepaid advertising
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2) Salesmen's advances
d. Current Lis.bilities—Due to the large quantities of merchan-
dise that a vbolesale grocer is recurred to keep in stock, and oT-vinp to
the fact that some pecking houses and produ.cers ship on sight draft bills
of lading, a small concern does not always ha.ve the ready cash to meet
creditor requirements. This necessitates borroTTing money from banks.
Consequently, a notes payable-banks account is a necessity.
On the basis of the experience of the Grehajii T/holesale Grocers,
Inc., merchandise is bousht either on open account or sight draft bill
of lading, which eliminates any need for a notes payable-trade account.
Rather than talce the chance of >*eceiving poor credit standing by failing
to pay on open account wdthin the time allowed, recourse is made to the
bank, if necessar^’-, so that no trade notes payable anise from this source.
Accounts payable is the only other large liability item except,
of course, •vidiere a concern ovns its oivn property and has a mortgage
against it. All accounts payable arise from, trade transactions; thus
only one account is necessary.
Accrued items occurring at the time the books are closed are:
1) Accrued payroll
2) Commissions payable
5’^ Accnaed taxes
I;) Other payables
e, Reserves--The reserve accounts necessary for such a system
as this are the following valuation accounts:
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1) Reserve for bad debts
2) Reserve for depreciation - furnitu.re and fixtures
5) Reserve for depreciation - delivery equipment
These reserves need no explanation, since they are common to
bookkeepers and accountants alike.
f. Capital—Capital stock and surplus are the only t’.To remaining
balance sheet accounts required. Knoiuledge by the reader of the item.s
usually included in these accounts is assumed; consequently no further
explanation is deemiOd necessary.
ij.. Design of the Accounts
A standard "T" accoxmt will suffice for both general ledger and
accounts receivable ledger sheets. An illustration of such an account is
sho'ivn in Figure i|.
Although no specific space is allovred for it in the illustration,
accounts receivable should show the credit terms for each customer inhere
such terms var^r vritla the customers. This enables the bookkeeper to check
the amount of discount taken v/hen payment is received.
Due to the size of the business and the com.paratively small
number of accounts, there is no need to number the accounts as is recommended
by some texts (l).
( 1 ) Heckert, J. B. and Stone, I. J. V/holesale Accounting ar^d Control.
McGraw-Hill Co., Inc. Nev/ York. 19 35* Page 6o.
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Other Books of Account emd Records
A. General Journal
A simple two-column loose-leaf journal vdll serve all the
purposes of a wholesale grocery concern. Tvhere entries of a particular
type are quite numerous, a special journal should be used. If desired,
a third column can be added to the general journal sheet for the detail,
making up the figures in the debit and credit columns.
B. Cash Receipts Journal
The chief sources of cash receipts are cash sales and payments
on account by customers. In the case of cash sales, the money is
received directly from the customer; payments on account are received
through the mail and by salesmen making collections. In handling such
cash, the accountant sh^nld be careful to provide sufficient internal
checks to prevent theft and errors (l)* For example, in receivin'^ cash
through the mail, the mail clerk should list all cash rece'-ved, sending
copies to the accounting department, to the cashier (together ivith the
remittances), and if desired, to the treasurer (2).
The accounting department should check the list with the
cashier’s deposit, record the payments in the customers’ accounts and
record the total of the remittance sheet in the cash receipts journal.
Tl) Tleckert, J. B. and Stone, I. J. V.holesale Accounting and Control.
McGravz-Hill Co., Inc. New York. Tages'“2i*^"-2i3':
(2) Ibid. Pag.e 52.
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If differences are found between the amount of remittance and a customer’s
account balance, the matter should be taken up with the customer
immediately (l).
Remittance sheets should be keot in a binder as a permanent
record.
In grocery vdaolesaling, there is an additional source of
income; namely, payments bj'- manufacturers for advertising. These
advertisements consist of signs painted on trucks, mention of the products
on letterheads, etc. Inasmuch as such income is directly related to
advertising, stationery and printinr'- and the like, it should be credited
to the appropriate accounts "v^en it is received, Hovrever, such payments
do not occur in sufficient frequency as to demand a separate column.
Sales discounts vdll be taken in most instances if offered.
Thus, vAiere the concern has discount terms, a separate column should be
provided.
Upon the basis of the above information, there should be
columns in the cash receipts book headed as follovfs:
Net Cash, Dr, Accounts Receivable, Cr,
Sales Discount, Dr, Cash Sales, Cr,
Sundry Credit
a. Account Name
b. Amount
(T) Heckert, J, B, and Stone, I, J, T<holesale Accounting and Control.
McGrav^Hill Co., Inc. New York. ”935* Page 5^.
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Other coluirms may be aided if the needs of the individual concern
require them.
C. Cash Disbursements Jcairnal
V/here the voucher register is used or vdiere the purchase journal
is used as a voucher register, the cash disbursements journal needs to
have only four colu:'nns as fol lovers:
Accounts Payable, Dr. Purchase Discounts, Cr.
Miscellaneous, Dr. Net Cash, Cr.
This is due to the fact that all purchases and expenses are
recorded in the purchase register as charges to the aporopriate accounts
and credits to accounts payable.
V.here a concern is small end the number of expenses are few
compered to those of a large organization, there is no need to give an
invoice number to every bill. In such a case, invoice numbers can be
given to purchase invoices alone, the expense items being paid as soon
as they are incurred. Thus, only the merchandise purchases will be
recorded in the purchase journal, the expenses being recorded in the
cash disbursements journal at the time of payment. This method would
necessitate columns in addition to those mentioned above. This principle
is illustrated in the section of this chapter on the Graham Vdiolesale
Grocery System (l).
XT) See Pag.e 71
i ti 4
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D. Other Records
1. Payrol]_
The existence of v®.ge and hour, social security tax, and with-
holdinp; tax laws maJces it essential for a concern, no matter what the
size, to keep a payroll of time, wages, and deductions.
Such a record must be concise, easily kept and readily proved
idth general ledger figunes at the end of each quarter when returns are
made to the Federal and State Governments. Its importance is such that
it merits separate treatment -vdien establishing an accountinp; system.
The book T.'sherein payroll records are kept should be divided
into four sections, one section for every -tiiirteen weeks in the year.
Employees’ names should have to be vritten only once in each quarter,
and provision should be male for a recap of the payroll and deductions
at the end of every thirteen weeks. It may be used either as a journal
or as a subsidiary ledger. In the former case, posting is made directly
to the ledger accounts; in the latter, posting comes from the cash
d i sbur sernent s journal
.
Salaries and wages may be paid either in cash or by check.
Whichever method is used, the data should be kept in this book.
A concern that does not keep up a detailed payroll book can
never be certain that its payroll figures are accurate and would
experience embarrassment if visited by a deputy or agent of the U. S.
Bureau of Internal Revenxie.
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2. Salesmen's Salaries
,
Commissions and Expenses
There are three standard methods of compensating salesmen for
their services (1):
1. Straight salary
^
2. Salary and commission
5 . Commission alone, based on either sales or gross margins.
Vyhere the straight salary m.ethod is used, there is no need to
keep se oar ate records, other than the regular payroll book mentioned in
the preceding section. If desired, salesmen's salary records can be
kept in a separate group in the book to enable easier reference for
purposes of managem.ent.
However, ivhere either of the other tv;o methods is used, separate
records should be kept of all payments made to the salesmen. These ivill
be used by management in comparing the results of salesmen's efforts ivith
the expenses incurred. These expenses should include salesmen's traveling
expenses as •well as salary and commission items, and thus provide a means
of determining "vdiether or not the salesman is using up as expense any
profit he might bring the concern.
3 . Remittances Received Records
The remittance records, mentioned previously in regard to cash
receipts, should be used v;herever sizable amounts of cash, checks, money
orders, etc. are received through the mail. These records could end
(1) U. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of Foreign & Domestic Commerce.
Effective Grocery 1'^holesaling . U. S. Government Printing Office.
Washington. 19^^. Page
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should also he used for listinf^ cash receipts turned in by salesmen.
They should provide coluunns for:
1 . Date
2. Name of the customer or salesman
3* Net cash
h. Sales discount
• 5* Gross amount of the bill
6. Name of the person making the list
7. Checks of the posting to the individual accounts
Unless the concern is too small to vv-arrant their use, these sheets
are invaluable for purposes of interns.! check, tracing discrepancies In
cash and fixing responsibility for errors.
U* Delivery Expense Records
Of the expenses that have to be paid out of gross margin, selling
expenses are the greatest, and delivery expenses are second in importance.
Due to this fact, detailed records should be kept of all delivery expense.
These records should include the follovrlng summaries and reports, depending
upon the size of the concern (l);
1. Tm.ick trip report (or exoense record for individual trucks)
2. Monthly summary of country truck operation
3. Truck service report
(ij U. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of Foreign t Domestic Commerce.
Effective Groceigy Wholesaling. U. S Government Printing Office.
Washington. 19^1. Pages lW-137*
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U* Tire location and mileage report
5 . Tire record (each individual tire)
V'.'here it is too difficult to keep a record of tn;cks by ordinary
methods, a clock-operated recording device can be used. This automatically
records the amount of time the truck is in motion and the amount of time
it is standing still, thus enabling a trace of how the driver spent his
time on the trip.
5 . Other Records
The foregoing covers the majority of the records required by a
wholesale grocery. Although the number will vary with the needs of each
concern, these, plus a few' mentioned below, cover the general requirements
of the wholesaler:
] . Petty cash record
2. Distribution of sales and sales retvirns and al] advances
by salesman
The latter is useful in determining commissions or profit and
loss by salesman.
E. Graham. Vi/hole sale Grocers, Inc.
1. General Journal
The general journal will be used as usual for recording correctir.
adjusting, and closing entries, special journals being used for other
entries. Consequently, a three-column journal sheet such as that shovm
in Figure 5 vdll suffice. This provides for a detail column as well as
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the usual debit and credit columns.
2. Cash Receipts Journal
The sources of cash receipts are cash sales, accounts receivable
and occasional miscellaneous income. Consequently, credit columns v/ill be
provided for these items, as well as debit columns for net cash and sales
discounts
.
In order to enable manapement to compare the amoixnt of collections
of each salesman with his sales or with the collections of other salesmen,
this iournal should be expanded to shov/ the distribution of cash receipts
and sales discounts by salesman.
An illustration of this journal is shown in Fieure 6.
3 * Cash Disbursements Journal
All purchase invoices should be given invoice or voucher numbers
and recorded in the purchase journal. Hovrever, all expenses are paid as
soon as they are incurred or shortly thereafter. Inasmuch as the
' treasurer, an executive of the concern, pays all bills, and they are not
too great in number, there is no need to voucher these expenses. Thus,
I
these expenses can be recorded and distributed upon payment of the bills,
j
payrolls, etc. Once recorded, invoices supporting expenses should be
f
filed according to the nature of the expense.
I Under this arrangement only merchsindise purchases should be
^
recorded in the purchase journal and credited to accounts payable. The
expense items vdll be recorded and distributed in the cash disbursements
journal
.
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An illustration of this journal is shovm in Fig:ure 7*
U. Payroll
Employees’ salaries, with the exception of the salesman and
officers, are paid on the basis of an hourly v/age rage. A payroll book
embodying the principles mentioned in the paragraphs on payroll records,
but allowing space for recordinp the daily hours, vn.ll be su.fficient.
Time clock cards "will serve as the basis for determining’ the number of
hours worked.
An illustration of the payroll record is shown in Figure 8.
5* Salesmen’s Salaries, Commissions and Expenses
Salesmen should be paid on the basis of a straight weekly
salary plus a commission based on their gross dollar margin of sales.
Commissions should be computed vreekiy. The costed invoices used in such
computation should be filed by salesman in v/eekly files.
These invoices vail then serve as the detail for the commission
figure vdiich vdll appear in the other earnings column of the payroll
record, enabling the salesmen’ s pay accounts to be kept in the same
payroll book vath the employees’ and officers’ records. The weekly salary
figure for each salesman will appear, of course, in the regular rate of
pay column.
Salesmen’s expenses should be kept by each man in weekly
detailed expense booklets. At the beginning of each new v/eek the salesman
should turn in the old expense booklets, receiving a check for the balance
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RECAPITULATION OF EMPLOYEES EARNINGS AND WITHHOLDING TAX
i
DATE^
FOR T H I ^ T E E N W E E K S E N 3 S N G
birth
DATE
DATE
EMPLOYED
DATE
RELEASED REASON FOR RELEASE
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^tbholdicg
Saratoga
Withholding
Ecnings
Withholding
Earnings
Withholding
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^thholding
! r=
1
2
3
4
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Earnings
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Earnings
Withholding
1
--
r
—
^
—
.
6
7
8
9
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and a new booklet for the ensuinfr vreek. The books then serve as a detailed
record of expense checks paid to the salesmen. If it is desired by the
management, a separate book can be set up showing salesmen’ s sa.laries,
commissions and expenses under one cover. In the matter of expenses,
there should be some means of limitinf;; salesmen’ s expenditures to prevent
extravagance or plugging of expense accounts. This should also be
decided upon by management.
6. Remittances Received Reports
All mail is opened by the treasurer. Thus she will receive
directly any remittances mailed in by customers. These should be listed
on a sales invoice plainly marked to show its sta.tu.s. J'Jere the concern
larger, special remittance report forms should be used, but the use of
a sales invoice here is less expensive and easier to handle, especially
as concerns the salesmen in makinp" their collections; the less form.s
that they have to handle, the better.
s
These invoice forms used as remittance sheets should be numbered
consecutively and in a manner that vail clearly distinguish them from
the regular sales invoices. They can then be filed for future reference
after the remittances are recorded in the cash receipts journaj.
7. Del ivery ^pens£
Due to the fact that the concern is small, there is no need
to keep as many detailed records as were listed under this heading. All
necessary data can be obtained from, the delivery expense charges In the
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cash disbursements book and from the invoices supporting such data. Once
the system is in operation, if it is deemed feasible to put a few of such
records into use, it can be easily accomplished providing the clerical
help has time to record the information and management the time and
wisdom to use it.
8. Other Records
a. Petty Cash—A columnar memorandum book i.'i'ill serve the
purpose of a petty cash record, for items paid from
it are small in araount, the fund itself being about
^30* The imprest system of replenishing the petty
cash fund should be instituted.
b. Distribution of Sales and Sales Returns and
Allov/'ances by Salesman—This should be accomplished
by additional columns provided in the sales journal.
See Figure 3 Tor an illustration of such a provision.
The journals and records outlined in this and the preceding
chapter will provide, for a concern of this size, sufficient infomation
for the sales and accounts receivable controls explained in the follovdng
cha"'ters
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V
Standard Costs
A. General
The subject of standard cost is most important to any concern
which •wishes to have close controi over its operations. Successful
manaprement requires accurate knov/ledge as to vjhat each employee should
be doing as ‘vvell as to the results that must be secured in order to
justify the effort and cost. This is the essential principle of
standards (l).
There is often much confusion as to the meaning of the words
standards and budgets. Many people erroneously use them interchangeably.
For the sake of clarification, Heckert and Stone have defined them as
follovrs (2):
”A standard is a measxire of performance.
Jt signifies satisfactory oerformance under
existing conditions; it is a desirable and
attainable end I'.hich has been determined by
someone T.ho is qualified to say vhat con-
stitutes good and satisfactory performance.
"A budget is a program and as STich should
be based on expected results, not standard
perforriiances
. Tt should be revised "Whenever
circumstances and changed conditions indicate
that earlier expectations are in error.”
Standards are more difficult to establish for a wholesale concern
than for a manufacturing plant, but tho rules on hovr to set standards should
fl')’ 'Ifeckert, J. B. and Stone, I. J. T/holes ale Accounting and Control.
McGra^v-Hill Go., Inc. lie-w York. 1955* 120.
(2) Ibid. Page 120.
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Stajidarcl Costs
be adhered to (l).
1. The task must be measurable.
a. There must have been sufficient experience or an
advance survey for a basis.
b. The expenses must be of a repetitive nature.
2. Standards should be determined by those most competent
to jud[^e vdiat constitutes good performance.
3 . All available information bearing on the task shoi?ld
be carefully studied and applied in setting the
standards
.
U. Counsel should be had •with those for vhom standards are
set.
5 . Standards should be quickly and carefully revised to meet
changed conditions.
6. The -work of setting standards should be done with absolute
fairness
.
Once established, standard costs and actual costs must be
constantly or periodically compared for differences. Yihere standard cost
is integrated "with the books of account, the comparison is constant, for
the entries in the regular expense accounts are made at standard cost
while the variations are entered in special variation accounts (2).
( 1 ) He’ckert , J. B. and Stone, I. J. Viholesale Accounting: and Control.
McGraw-Hill Co., Inc. Hev/ York. r955» Page 120.
(2) Heckert, J. B. Analysis and Control of Distributi on Costs , for
Sales Executives and Accountants. The Ronald Press Co. Hew York.
19^40 . Pages 31 7” 33^*
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Periodic comparison is used T/vhere standards are not in the hooks
of account hut are measured ao;ainst the actual figures at intervals or
vvhenever the accountant or man^ement deems it necessary.
It is necessary, therefore, that sufficient records he dram
up to contain these standards and to vdiich reference can he made for
comparison. Such records should show the basis for the determination
of the standard and the name of those upon whose judgment they are
formed (l) .
The standards take numerous form.s and differ according to the
requirements of management in each concern to such an extent that no
one set of standards can he presented. However, the following are
illustrative of standards which should he determined for the sales
division (2);
]. Amount to he sold to each customer.
2. Amount to he sold hy each salesman.
5.
Percenta:3-e of gross profit to he returned hy
each salesman.
i;. Humher of calls to he made hy each salesman.
5 . Average size of order to he secured hy ea'-h salesman.
6. Direct expense of each salesman.
7 . Percentage of direct expense to sales and gross profit
of each salesman.
( 1 ) ifeckert, J. B. and Stone, I. J. Y/holesal^ Accounting and Control.
McGraw-Hill Co., Inc. New York. 1935* Pa^e I 27 .
(2) Ibid. Pa-e 12l'.
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Stfmdard Costs
8. Percentage of advertising to sales.
Percentaf'e of sales supervision expense to sales.
10. Percentap-e of gross profit to sales.
11. Percentage of total selling expenses to sales.
12. Average size of all orders received.
Although these illustrations are expressed in terms of either
dollars or percentages, such is not true of every standard. They may
also be stated in terms of the quantity of work to be done, number of
orders to be filled, etc. In some cases the physical unit of merchan-
dise or the unit of functional distributive activity is of equal, if
not greater, importance (l)
•
B. ^alysi_s_ of Costs
Standards are not used merely as a control device to determine
vdiether or not a salesman is efficient in his v/ork or the proper proportion
of advertising to sales v^as maintained. By analyses of various combinations
of standards, it is possible for management to determine vdiether or not
orders from a particular customer or group of customers are profitable,
vdiether or not a particular territory should be enlivened or dropped,
whether or not the proper channels of distribution are being utilized, etc.
Such analyses ranee from the simple classification of expenses
according to their nature to the detailed and difficult determination of
Xiy 'IPaton, W. A. Accountant* s Handbook. The Ronald Press Co. New York.
191+5* Third R’^Ttion. Page 300.
11
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the profitableness of sellinfi: a particular type of product to a certain
class of cT’stoTrer in a chosen territory.
There is not time or space to treat each of thece analyses in
detail in this paper, but a brief summary of each will be given. For
further study of the sub.iect, the reader is referred to the books suggested
in the bibliography.
The simplest form of analysis is the classification of expenses
by their nature. This is the first step in all analyses of distribution
cost (l). Yilhere such a classification is sufficient for the requirements
of a concern’s problem, no further vfork need be done. However, such would
usually serve only as a convenient means of recording expense amounts (1).
The net result is that management has an idea of the cost of carrying on
the business as a whole, when it should have a knowledge of the cost of
performing specific fianctions (2).
This latter knowledge m.ay be obtained by the analysis of distri-
bution costs by functions and functional operations and serves as a
particularly valuable means of cost control. The follov/ing steps must be
talcen in this case (2):
1. Outline the distribution fianctions and functional
operations which are being performed and perfect
an internal organization whereby the responsibility
of such operations is definitely fixed.
nr* P'ato'n, lY. A. Accountant* s Handbook. The Ronald Press Co. New York.
19U5* Third Edition. Page 307*
(2) Heckert, J. B. Analjysis ir. Control of Distribution Costs, for Sales
Executives and Accountants. The Ronald Press Co. New York. 19lP •
Fa^e 20.

standard Cost
2. Classify tho individual cost items accordinf;i: to
ftanctions. Hliere minor functional operations do
not permit direct allocation to a particular
operation, the cost items must he apportioned.
3 . Establish units of measurement of functional
service, in so far as this is possible.
i'-. Divide the total cost of each operation by the
number of units of service performed. This
results in a unit operation cost.
The latter step opens the v/ay for standard unit costs and the
control of costs by the application of such standards.
The tvro preceding, types of analyses are necessary steps (in
the order in ivhich they are presented) in makinr; more detailed analyses
for the purpose of directinr the distribution effort. These latter
analyses can be ouite numerous, dependinp- upon the individual concern,
but the folloivlnc are those most frequently needed (l):
1. By territories
2. By commodities
3
.
• By channels of distribution
1;. By methods of sale
5* By classes of customer
6. By size of orders
XT)' "^e'cl^rt, J. B. Analysis & Control of Distribution Cost s, for Sales
Executives and Acc ountants'.'" The Ronald Pre s
s
C o
.
New York. 1^0
.
Pa^e
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7 . By organization and operating divisions
8. By method of delivery
9* By salesmen
10. By size or number of physical units
11* By terms of sale
There c'n be various combinations and variations of these
analyses as vrell as other types, but it must be realized that not all
of these are necessary in any one concern, nor do they have to be made
continuously. These are considerations that each concern must take into
account in the light of its particular circumstances.
Although each analysis vAil differ in detail from the others,
the folDovdng general steps should be followed (l):
"1. Determine TAhich analyses should be made
2. Classify the costs as to those vhich
are direct and indirect in relation
to each analysis used.
3 . Select suitable bases of allocation
to be applied to the indirect cost
items
.
li. Apply the bases selected.
5 . Prepare the final ansiyses and their
interpretation for executive use."
V/. A. Baton, in the Accountant ^ s Handbook, gives a more
(ly Hecl^rt, J. B. Analysis k Control of Di stributi on Costs , for Sale£
Executives and Accountants. The RonalcTPress Company, hew Yorlc.

Ststnrigrd Corots
detailed picture of the steps in complete cost analysis (l):
1. Segregate directly applicahle costs for specific
allocation to the objects of analysis.
2. Select for the classification of the costs not
directly applicable those fimctional groupings
ifibich are most suitable for the partiailar
analysis intended.
3 . Classify the costs not directly ^plicable in
terms of the functions chosen.
1]-. Select an appropriate service unit for each
function to be used for the ireasurement of the
amount of service rendered or recaiired.
Ascertain the number of su.ch service units
pertairdng to each function.
6. Compute the unit cost of each fi;nction by dividing
the total cost of the function by the number of
service units involved.
7 . Ascertain the number of units of service required
by each objer't of analysis. (Commodity, customer, etc.)
8. Multiply the number of units found in ( 7 ) by the unit
cost. This is done for each fu.nction in order to
determine the total functional cost applicable to each
object of analysis.
X*!') Paton, V.'. A. Accountant’s Handbook. The Ronald Press Co. hev/ Yo^k.
19li5. Pare 3157
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9 . Compute the total distribution cost pertaining to each
object of analysis by adding the functional costs
obtained in step (8) to the direct costs found in
step ( 1 ).
Before an analysis can be made, careful consideration must be
given to the type of analysis, the size of the territory, kind of
commodity, customer or customer group, etc. for •which the study is to
be m.ade. For purposes of illustration, the follovdng reference is made
to a territorial analysis as outlined by Heckert (1);
A territory is a geographical area such as a state, county,
city, trading area, sales district, or other arbitrary area used by a
concern as a basis for sales planning and direction. In order to be
complete, an analysis of such an area must extend to sales, cost of
goods sold, and distribution costs, and it should follow -fche physical
goods rather than the point of sale.
The purpose of an analysis of this kind is tivofold:
1. To control the di stribu-ti on expenses vathin a territory.
2, To direct sales effort into the most profitable areas.
The individual concern should determine "viiether or not such
an analysis vail be beneficial to it. Most retail concerns fvith only
one establishment, such as department stores, do not require such an
analysis, -vdiereas manuf ac'fcurers, vdiolesalers
,
and chain retail stores,
covering any considerable area find it of great value,
(T) Heckert, J. B. Analysis & Control^ of Distribution *7osts, for Sale
Executives and Accountants. The Ronald Press Co. Nev; York. 19KO
Pace 35 and following.
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In selecting the territorial unit, the management must strike
a compromise betv/ien too large a unit where hirh costs in one sector
are offset by low costs in another, and too small a unit where the
allocation of a high proportion of indirect costs renders the results
of doubtful value. In addition to size, the unit selected should be
one which is expressive of sales potentialities.
Having selected satisfactory territorial units, consideration
should be given to the proper method to follow in malcing the territorial
analysis. The procedure may be outlined as follows (l):
1 . Determine the gross profit by territories.
2 . Determine territorial profit after direct costs by
accumulating the direct territorial distribution costs
and deducting them from the gross profit.
3. Distribute to the territories their respective shares
of the semi -direct costs; deduct those from profit
after direct costs to arrive at territorial profit
after semi-direct costs.
I4.. Determine the final territorial net profit by allocating
to the territories their respective shares of the general
or indirect costs and deducting these from the net profit
after semi-direct costs.
5. Make such s»jb-onalyses of the results of individual terri-
tories as may be deemed useful (e.g. by products, channels.
X'l') Faton, V.\ A. Accountant's Handbook.
I9I+5. Pace 3
^“
The Ronald Press Co. Hew York.
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salesmen, etc.)*
Generally speakin'^, the procedure for all other analyses is
similar to that .i^st outlined. Were tlie analysis to be by commodities
or customers, or some other classification, the same considerations
of definition, purpose, necessity, selection and procedure v/ould apply.
The methods of analysis of distribution costs presented thus
far are quite simple compared to the method proposed by Longman in his
text, Distributi on Cost Analysis. In fact it is very probable that
that author vv-as referrinj?; to Heckert’ s method in the follovkns: quotation:
"Another important criticism that may be leveled
against most of the methods in current use . . .
is that they are oversimplified attacks upon a
complex accountirg problem" (l).
Lonn:man’ s m.ethod is cuite involved, but the analyst is supposed
to be rewarded for his efforts by a very accurate result, free from any
influencing factors which might distort it. It is questionable 'whe'ther
or rnt the method is justifiable in view of the time and effort involved
and the resulting cost of the analysis.
It makes use of the functional means of cost classification,
but jt lists 59 different functions under '/hich s\)ch costs can be
classified (2). Of course, not all of these fianctions are performed
by every concern, but the fact remains that the list is much more
detailed than that suggested by oth 'r texts.
Tl) Longman, D. R. Distribution Cost Analysis. Harper Bros. Hew York.
19^1* First Edition. Page 65^
(2) Ibid. Pace i4i4..
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Space does not permit a thorough presentation of the material
presented in Lonj^^man* s text but the follo^vins; points are presented for
the reader’s consideration:
As costs are incurred they should be classified by functions
at the time they are recorded. Vihere an expense is to be divided between
tvTO or more functions, it should be recorded in a natiaral classification
and later allocated to the proper fimctions (l).
Next, the effect upon cost of labor inefficiency, price changes,
and subcapacitjr operations should be measured and standards set for
waff;es and materials.
These standards should be followed by st andards for all functions
listed for the concern.
The functions should be f^enerally classified as repetitive and
non-repetitive (2). It is now possible to measure the effect upon cost
of price chansres, labor efficiency, and subcapacity operations. The
method of doine this is presented in the follomn?: oixtline (5):
A. Repetitive:
1. Se'^rep’ate for each function the expenses subject
to some direct control by the speed and skill of laborers.
'(’ly* Lonr.man, D. R. Distribution Cost Analysis. Harper Bros. Nev/ York.
19i+l. First Edition. Pape hi
•
(2) Ibid. Pape 98.
Repetitive functions are those functions which are performed often
enouph to have standards established for them. Non-repetitive
functions are those functions such as designing, statistics, and
the like 'nihich are not repeated enough to have standards established
for them.
(3) Ibid. Pp. 106-109.
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2, Determine standard costs for labor and materials used
in repetitive functions. This may be done by:
a. Determining: standard v/orkinr work time by time
and motion study.
b. A detailed audit.
c. Determining: the standard number of operations that
can be handled in an accounting period (allowing a
reasonable margin for necessarily unproductive time).
d. Determining the standard quantity of materials per
operation and the standard number of operations.
e. Calculating the labor and ma'te.rials cost per operation.
f. J/Iultiplyins: the standard cost per operation by the
number of actual operations to determine the total
standard cost for the period.
5 . Compute standard costs for all other items of expense
during: the period. This usually requires the follo'wing
steps
:
a. Preparation of standard costs per operation on the
basis of objective studies (similar to time and
materials studies above), and multiplication of the
standard cost by the actual number of operations
to determine total standard costs of these elements
for the period.
b. Careful preparation of expense budgets (for vdiich
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oi
objective standard per operation costs "vvere not
coinputed) on the assumption of capacity operation,
c. The division of total costs as found in "b" by
the standard number of operations at capacity in
order to determine a standard per operation cost,
follov^ed by multiplication of the standard per
operation cost by the actual number of operations
in the period in order to determine the total
standard cost for these elements for the period.
h* Subtract the total standard costs for the period from
the actu, al costs to provide the total loss attributable
to (l) labor inefficiency, ( 2) subcapacity operations,
and for ( 3 ) price changes.
5. Determine the averajre of the actual price per unit subject
to the direct control of labor.
6 . Separate from the joint loss (present for expense elements
subject to direct control by workers) that loss attrib-
utable to price chaneres. This usuedly is accomplished by;
a. Multiplying, the actual price by the standard quantity
(for the number of actual operations) and subtracting;
the total from the total standard cost for the expense
element. This provides a preliminary measure of losses
or f^ains from price chan?^e.
b. T'iiltiplyinp- the standard price by the actual quantities
and subtractinr this total from the total standard cost
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for the expense element. This results in pre-
liminary measures of losses or gains from labor
efficiency and from suhcapacity operation.
c. Addinfr the preliminary losses and gains to the stan-
dard cost and subtracting: the sum from actual cost.
d. l^liere there have been gains from both price change
and labor efficiency, the remainder found from the
subtraction in "c" may be divided as between price
change and efficiency on the basis of the preliminary
totals. If there is any gain shoim by the preliminary
measure for one factor but not for the other, a gain
found in ’’c” may be added to the preliminary measure
for the factor shovang gain and any loss found in "c"
m^ be added to the prelirdnary factor showing loss.
The net result of these steps is a final measure
of the effect of price change upon expenses subject to
labor’s direct control.
7. Separate from joint loss (present for expense elements
not subject to direct control by labor) that attributable
to price changes. This usually requires the following
steps:
a. Correct the total standard cost (based on standard
or budget prices) for actual costs of the standard
quantities .
b. Same as in 6 (above)
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c. Same as in 6 (atoTe)
d. Determine the amount of the preliminary loss or gain
from price change \'\hich might possibly have been
affected by the efficiency of labor.
e. Allocate the remainder found from the subtraction in
"c" betviTeen price change and efficiency on the basis
of the amounts found in steps "b" and "d". This
requires the same method employed in "6d".
These calculations result in a final measure
of the effect of price change upon expenses not
subject to labor’s direct control.
8. Add the gains or losses found in steps 6 and 7 to obtain
a final measure of the effect of price changes upon cost
during the period for repetitive functions.
9* Separate the amount of loss or gain (shoim jointly in
”6d" and ”7©") to show the effect of labor efficiency and
subcaoaclty ooeration upon cost during the period for
repetitive functions. This usually is done by;
a. Determining the proportion of full capacity operation
actually experienced for the period.
b. Determining the rate of labor efficiency.
c. Separating the loss by use of the equations
Y - Z(iB)
A

standard Costs
X - Z - Y (1)
B. Non-Repetitive
1. Allocate all costs of distribution by functions.
2, Prepare detailed budgets by functions for each natural
expense element, assuming various possible rates of
capacity operation.
3« Determine the actual average price per unit for all expense
element s.
U. Make preliminanf calculations of the losses resulting from
price change. This may be accomplished by:
a. Mu.ltiplying the total s^m budgeted for capacity
operations bv the actual percent of capacity operation.
b. Multiplying the standard ouantity of goods and services
for the actual rate of operations by the actual unit
prices
.
c. Subtracting the sum found in "b" from that found in "a".
(1) Longman, D. R. Distribution Cost Analysis. Harper Bros. Rev;- York.
I9UI • First Edition. Page 9^.
A The determined percentage of inefficiency of the factor most
inefficient (either labor or plant utilization).
B s The determined percentage of inefficiency of the factor less
ineffi cient
.
X = The amount of the joint loss attributable to the factor of
greatest inefficiency.
Y = The amount of the joint loss attributable to the factor of
lesser inefficiency.
Z z The total dollar loss attributable to the joint inefficiency of
labor and management.
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5 . Determine the dollar loss from all sources by subtracting
the amount found in "Ua" from the actual cost found in (l).
6. Determine the loss resulting from subcapacity operation
by subtracting the am.ount found in "Ua” from the budgeted
cost for the actu.al rate of operation (Step 2)
.
7 . Compute the preliminary estim.ate of the loss resulting
from inefficiency by:
a. IvTultiplying the actual quantity of goods and services
used by the standard price per unit.
b. Subtracting the total found in "Ua” from the su.m
found above.
c. Subtracting the loss from, subcapacity (Step 6) from
the sum found in "7b*'»
8. Complete the measures of loss or gain from price change
and. from inefficiency as follovrs:
a. Add the loss from subcapacity operation to the
preliminary figures for losses from price cheinge
and from inefficiency.
b. Subtract this total from the total, actual loss found
in Step 5*
c. Separate the discrepancy as betiTOen price change and
inefficiency in the fashion indicated in ''6d" of the
section on repetitive fimctions.
d. Add the sums found in "c" to the oreliminary fipaires
for final statements of loss or rain from these factors.
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The foregoinp: presents the method of determinin?^ the loss attrihut-
ahle to the factors of price change, labor inefficiency and subcapacity
operations, but Loncman would have the analyst go further, determining the
profit or loss attributable to the efficiency of operation routines,
purchasing power, financial strength (1), and distribution policies (2)
before attempting to com.pute the profit or loss by products, customers
and territories. His object in doin" this is to eliminate as much as
possible any influencing factors v/hich can be controlled by the m.anagement
and i'diich m.irht have an erroneous effect on commodity, customer, and
territorial profit and loss figures. The reader is referred to the text
itself for an explanation of the methods of arriving at the results for
the remainin'^ controllable factors.
In determining profit and loss by commodities and customers,
the fimctions should be classified according to their manner of cost
variation (3):
1. Functions vjhich are engaged in speculatively for the purpose
of makin^ sales, and functions that must be performed as a
direct result of sales made and in preparation for further
sales (e.*^. order fillin'^, v^rappin'^, packin'", and buying).
2. Functions that are performed as necessaig/’ concomitants of
any business (e.". personnel vnrk, booklceeping, cleaning,
heatin")
.
ny T on"Tan, n. R. Distrib’ tion Oost An^iysis. Hamer Bros. New York.
19M» First FiiTion. "^age ITO. ~
(2) Ibi'i. Page 3 21.
( 3 ) Ibid. Page 1 3I
.
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3 . Supervisory functions.
I}, ^'’^ana^ement functions (e.g. deternination of salaa and
financial policies).
T.Tpon the basis of these groi.ips of fmotions, the follov.in<" steps
should then be takren
1 . Stu.dy the detailed work and the expenses for supplies,
material, and services for each function to determine the
source of variation, whether it be the product, the customer,
O’" another fimct’on.
2. Determine the basis or bases for variation of each fundamental
cost element (e.g. s’ ?.e of product, number of credit orders,
freight or postal zone, etc.^.
5 . Compute the expense involved over a given period of time
for such groups of fu.nctional elements as vary on different
bases
.
Ll* Obtain the quantitative measurements necessairu for each
basis (e.'’-. the number of units of each product sold, or
number of orders placed by each customer, time required in
preoaring advertising per article, volume of sales by
customers, and the like.
5 . Allocate suoer’''lsory costs to fmctions in Gro^jps 1 and 2.
6. Allocate the costs of functions in Grouo 2 to those fmctions
Xiy~ loiigman, D. R. Distribution Cost .'Inalysi s. Harper Bros. ITew York.
19^l1 . Fir'-t Rdi^i’on. Pare iKO'.
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in Groups 1 and I|. for which they ^rere performed.
Allocate Group It. costs to the remaining functions in Group 1,
usin^ as a basis the proportionate cost of each to the total
cost of all.
8. Allocate Group 1 functional costs to commodities and customers,
thus completing the allocation process.
To obtain the net profit by commodities and customers, the follov/-
in'^ additional steps must be tal:en (l):
1. Determine the percentage of customer costs (allocated to the
given customer or customer type) to sales made to that
customer or customer type.
2. Apply the percentage thus found to total sales of the product
to find total customer costs applicable if all sales of the
product were to that customer.
3 . Deduct the total product costs as allocated to the article
and the total customer costs (as found in Step 2) from gross
profit. The resulting net operating profit should be expressed
as a percent of net sales.
I|.. liultiply the operating percentage by actii al sales of the
article to the particular buyer or buyer type. This mil
yield the net profit on actual sales to that buyer.
The greater part of this chapter has been devoted to an explanation
of methods of analysis of distribution costs. Such analyses must necessarily
‘(’
1 ) Tongman, D. R. Di stribution Cost Analysis . Harper Bros. Hew York.
19Ul« First Edi^^i'on. Pare~llJ5»
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deal with costs of past periods, but they are important in that they form
the basis for the establishment of standard costs for ilie various expenses
and permit control of actual future expenses through these standards.
T'Jhen comparisons of standards and actu.al experiences are made,
variations should be reported to the management. ITot all standards are
compared at once. Some expenses have to be follovred closely, vshile others
can be checked onl^r once a month or every six months. Therefore, the
frequency of making reports varies accordine; to various expenses.
In such rej^orts only variations from the standards need be shorm.
They should present the standard, the actu.al, the variation, the explanation,
and the result of the variation in simple understandable terms.
It is to be noted that standards are not limited to dollar and
cents values. They may be stated in terms of the quantity of vrork to be
done, number of orders filled, etc. In the field of business management,
standards are of utmost importance (l).
The standards portray viiat the expenses should b«^ ^if all con-
ditions existed as planned. By comparisons of actual expenses with
standards, management can discover the existence of discrepancies and
investigate their origin.
They also serve as a basis for budeetin"-; thus, they are not
only used for measurin'^ past performance, bi’t they enable mana'5:ement to
forecast future income and expenses.
XT) Donald, Yf. J. Editor-in-Chief . Handbook of Business Administration.
McOravz-Hill Co., Inc. Nev; York. "WJl* ~P'aFe '88^
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C. Graham Ynholesale Grocers, Inc.
The office staff is too small and inexperienced to allow standard
cost to be used as an integjral part of the books of accon.nt. Hovrever, the
system outlined thus far vdll furnish sufficient information for setting
standards separately and thus allow periodic comparisons with actual
exoeriences by the accountant and the exec^itives.
The standards records should be designed to correspond as closely
as possible with the general ledger and supporting: records, thus permitting
determination of variances and easy transfer of figures to the comparison
sheets
.
Standards should be established and interpreted by the public
accountant for the concern.
The folloi’dnp- are the standards that should be of value in the
concern:
1, Sales Expenses;
a. Percentage of direct exoense of each salesman.
b. Percenta?-e of direct expense to sales and gross profit
of each salesman.
c. Percentage of advertising to sales.
d. Percentage of sales returns to sales.
e. Percentame of gross profit to sales.
f. Percentage of total selling expense to sales.
g; Avera"^e size of all orders received.
h. bhen profit and loss by items, customers, and salesmen
has been determined;
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1. Amount to be sold to each customer.
2. Amount to be sold by each salesman.
5 . Percentap;e of prross profit to be returned by each
salesman.
li. Amount of gros s profit to be returned by each
salesman.
2. Purchasing; aaid Warehouse Expense;
a. Percentage of carrying cost to sales.
b. Percentage of receiving and handling wares to cost
of goods sold.
c. Wage cost per order filled (for profitability of
customers)
.
3 . Truck and Delivery Expense;
a. Gallons of gasoline used per 100 miles for each truck.
b. Gallons of oil used per 100 miles for each truck. Cost
of tires and repairs used per 100 miles for each truck.
Credit and Collection Expense;
a. Average number of days accounts are outstanding.
b. Percentage of bad debts to sales.
5 . Standards for General Management
a. Percentages of liabilities and net worth to total assets.
b. Ratio of current assets to current liabilities.
c. Percentage of each functional group of expenses to net
sales
.
d. Percentage of payroll to net sales.
e. Turnover of inventories.
f. Turnover of total assets.
g. Percentage of net profit to investment.
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Budgets and Controls
A. General
The budget is the program and constitutes the chief tool of
coordination. Advance planning or budgeting has t'PJ'o major advantages (l):
1. More study and consideration are given to the problems and
policies of the business.
2. The effort of all divisions is coordinated since each has a
definite knovm part in the program.
A budget committee should be established and given the responsi-
bility of enforcing the budget.
Under a properly operating budget plan, the activities of
purchasing, finance and administration are coordinated with sales operations
in a way that is productive of a maximum percentage of net profit (2).
B. Sales Budget
Tnasmi^ch as net profit deoends upon the sale of merchandise,
the sales program should be the first part of the budget to be prepared.
Prior to preparation of the details of this program, the budget committee
must set the factors of volume and direct cost to secure volume at the
Tl) He'ckert, J. B. and Stone, I. J. Wholes ale Acc ounting and Control .
McGrav/-Hill Co., Inc. Nev/ York. ~195?* Page 130.
(2) Beckm.an, T. N. V/holesaling. The Ronald Press. New York. 1936.
First Edition. Page ITU*
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point of greatest ultimate profit, consideration bejn^ ^iven to indirect
costs ( 1 ).
'.^en this has been done, the sales budget may be developed and
recorded in detail, shelving a breakdoivn by individual salesmen ivho are
to be responsible for carrying out the program.
Various things must be considered in determining sales quotas;
the folloiving is presented as an illustration ( 2);
"The usual m.ethod (of planning estimated
sales for a six-months' budget) requires that
the sales quota be based on the average sales
of each department for the preceding three
periods, modified by the increase or decrease
from the general growth or decline of that
department, general business conditions, nature
of the sales effort expected, and the minimum
volum^e of business each department has to
secure in order to show a profit."
C. Purchase Budget
The purchase budget is more important because of its relation to
inventory control than because of its relation to sales, yet it is dependent
upon both sales expectancy and the amount of inventory it is desired to
carry ( 3 )»
Jl) Heckert, J. B. and Stone, I. J. 7Jholesale Accounting and Control.
McGrav;-Hill Co., Inc. New York. ~T935» Pa^*~i32.
(2) Beckman, T. N. YJholesal ing . The Ronald Press. New York. 193^*
First Edition. Paoe 193*
(3) Ibid. Page I 35 .
"One method of determining purchase budget requirements:
Estimated inventory January I 6,000
Estimated Sales for January as per sales budget 8,000
Sales reduced to a cost basis 6,800
Monthly rate of turnove’* desired I l/h times
Continued Pace lOlj.
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Budgets and Controls
The sales budget provides the figures for sales expectancy; the
amount of inventory depends upon financial considerations, the most
profitable rate of merchandise turnover for the various departments, and
the trend of prices.
D. E3^en^ Btidget
The expense budget represents the estimated distribution costs
for the ensuing period. In order to make sales, it is necessary to spend
money. This budget is the means of determinirg how much it is necessary
to spe^.d, viiat type of expenditures should be made, and viien and v-iiere
to make them in order to produce certain sales results; to see that
expenditures are made as planned, and, finally, to see that such expendi-
tures secure the results intended (l).
If a concern is to have a budget at all, it should be a good
one, for a budget is at the most an estim.ate and can be effective only
if carefully dravn up.
Fir:-Tt of all, it should be based on a thorough study of past,
present, and expected future conditions, such study being made in ample
T5) Papre 103 continued
"Average inventory to be carried (6,800 divided
by 1 I/J4.) 5,^it0
Purchases to be made would then be calculated as follov/s:
Sales Requirements 6,800
Inventory Requirements 5>Wl0
Total TP, ^"0
Less; Inventory at the beginning of the month 6, 000
Purchases to be made
'
'6
, 211^"
( 1 ) Heckert, J. B. Analysis & Control of Distribution Cost s, foj* Sales
Executives and Accountants. The Ronald Press Co. N.Y. 19^* P* 275*
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^
time to avoid hasty ludc^ments. Study that takes place after the mone^/-
is spent is futile unless it is used to prevent extravagance in the
future.
By keeping records and charts of sales volumes and exoenses
over several years, it is possible to forecast probable monthly sales
volume and corresponding expenses in advance. This enables the establish-
ment of a budget from Tihich deviations of actual cost can be readily seen
and investigated. As the records kept are further broken do\m, many
other factors can be forecast, such as the number of orders that v/ill be
received, the number of deliveries to be made, the effects that signi-
ficant changes in sales volume v/ill have on expenses, etc. (l).
The program will be much more effective if the services of the
entire or?*anization are enlisted, for the men vdll try harder to carry
out plans which they have helped to make (2).
As an aid in helping the organization to carry out their part
of plannin'^ the bi^do-et, the basic policies of the concern and the definite
objectives tov/ard v/hich the men mu.st vfork should be clearly stated and
civen expression in the budget ( 3)
•
Tt is important that the distribution cost budget be coordinated
vdth the sales budget, since the costs exist for the sole purpose of
TIT S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of Foreign f'- Domestic Commerce.
Effective Grocery Viholesaling . U.S. Government Printing Office.
iVashincton. 19Tl • Page' 17T*
(2) Heckert, J. B. Analysis &: Control of Distribution Costs, for Sales
Executives and Accountants. The Ronald Press Co. Ne^v Yorlc . TTTOV
Pa'^e '^1 .
~~
(3) Ibid. Page 277.
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moJcing sales (l) . The law of diminishing returns does not permit sales
to increase above or decrease belov/ certain points vdiere the additional
costs expended or saved are not compensated for by the additional incre -.se
or decrease in revenues (2). Coordination will result in budgeting the
greatest possible amount of sales at the least possible cost, thus
rendering the greatest net profit.
All estimated figures should be based on forecasts of expected
actual costs rather than on standard costs. This may seem contrary to
the statement that standard costs form the basis for budgets (3)j but
it is not. Comparisons of actual cost v/ith standards reveal discrepancies,
many of "which can be corrected in the coming period, but others of viiich
cannot. 17here management can eliminate the cause of the discrepancies,
it should take steps to do so; and, in this regard, budgeted actual and
standard expenses should be the same. However, vihere discrepancies cannot
be eliminated and actual future expenses are expected to be above standard,
actual figures should be budgeted (Ij.) .
There are four steps in the method of budgeting distribution
costs (5):
(1) See Pa^^^e lOl;
(2) Paton, '7. A. Accountant's Handbook. The Ronald Press Co. New York.
19U5* Third Edition. Page 1160.
(3) See Pace 9)
(li) Heckert, J. B. .Analysis
^
Control of Distribution
Executives and Al^oimtants. The Ronaldf iress" Co. NeiT YorY. 19?0.
Pace ^6:
”
. . . . the budget does not simply represent the sum total of
individual standards of performance. Both individual standards
and the coordinated program are essential tools to efficient control
and direction of operations."
(5) Ibid (2) above. Paces Il6l-ll62.
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1. Determine the major classifications and suhclassifications
through Vihich the program is to he expressed (e.'^. the cost
budget may be set up; first, by products and the costs of
each further classified by territories)
.
2. Classify the costs as to direct and indirect.
a. l^xecutives can be held accountable for only those
costs over vdiich they have direct control
.
3. Estimate the individual cost items in accordance vrith
the classifications developed in previous steps.
i|. Break the estimates dovm by months and quarters in order
to gain closer control and predetermine financial requirements.
E. Other Budgets
By the establishment of a budget covering operations, information
is provided for a financial budget, a fixed capital budget, an estimated
profit and loss statement, and a balance sheet (1);
1. A sound estimate of sales permits estimates of the actual
cash that vdll be received.
2. Knowledge of expected purchase commitments and expenses that
will be incurred enables a budp:et of cash disbursements to
be prepared.
5. With knowledge of the estimated financial status of the con-
cern during the coming period, additions or replacements
(1) Heckert, J. B. and Stone, I. J. T>holesale Accounting and Control.
McGraw-Hill Co., Tnc. liew York. T935* Pa^s Tfo-lIiLOT"
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to fixed capital items can be planned.
ii» The sales, purchases and expense budget enables preparation
of an estimated operating statement for the period.
5 . The estimated net profit, cash balance and fixed capital
changes provide the basis for an estimated balance sheet
as of the last day of the period.
B/here the services of the entire organization are enlisted
in preparing the budget, the responsibility for departmental budgets
should be assigned to the various department heads. These men should
be held accountable for variations from their budgets and should not run
ahead of them v/ithout advance explanation and consent of the budget
committee (l).
Reports shomng actual performance as compared with budget
figures should be made regularly both to division heads and to the
budget committees. Inhere possible, the regular period should be monthly,
thus permittinp: detection and remedy of discrepancies before too great
a time has el8.psed.
As indicated previously, the budget requires long and careful
study in its preparation. It should not be dravm up overnight by the
chief executive but should represent the combined estimates of men who
know their job. It should be as accurate as possible but flexible to
permit changes "w^en they appear necessary during the budget period. The
ttt Heckert, J. B. and Stone, I. J, Ytlhnlesale Accounting and Control.
McGrav/-Hill Co., Inc. New York. 193*5* 36 .
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Budgets end Hontrols
reward for such study and effort is a closer control and a greater net
profit
.
P . Controls
1.
Control of Selling Expenses
In a vdio]esale concern, vhich is primarily a selling organization,
the largest and most important cost of doinr, business is the selling expense.
This may be broken down into the follovdng elements:
1. Salesmen’s salaries
2. Direct sales expense
5. Advertising
I|. Catalo^Tue expense
5 . Supervision and clerical expense
The problem in each case is one of setting the proper standards
and budget estim.ates and seeinr that they are adhered to.
In the case of salesmen’s salenies, proper consideration must
be n;iven to the best method of compensation for the particular concern. As
mentioned oreviousiy, there are variovis methods in xrse (l);
1. Straight salary
2. Straif^ht commission
3 . Combination plans
a. Salary and commission
( 1 )
” Hi’cl^rt, J. B. and Stone, I. J. Ydu^lesai^ Accounting and Control.
PcGraw-Hi]l Co., Inc. Nev;- York. 1935* Pages I6O-I6I
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b. Profit- sharing plan
c. Point plan
d. Bonus standard plan
Items to be considered in establishing the merit of the compen-
sation plan selected are presented by Heckert and Stone in the form of
qu.estions (l);
. Will it operate in such a manner as to secure
and retain the type of salesmen desired by the
firm?
2. Is it easy to administer and can it be readily
understood "by the salesmen?
3 . Does it work fairly and impartially?
li. Does it tie in with the sales policies of the
firm in such manner that salesmen vlll do "vz-hat
is desired of them.?
5- Does it provide an incentive for the salesman
to do his best Vv-ork?
6. Are the am.ounts dti.e to salesmen paid promptly?
The direct selling expense consists of salesmen’s expenses on
the road. Briefly, the two main elem.ents and points to regard consider-ing
them are (2): .
1. Transportation
a. Bus or train - cost determined by routing
b. Automiobile
Til Heckert, J. E. and Stone, I. J. Vtholesal e Accounting and C ontrol .
McC-ravz-Hill Co., Inc. Hex? York. 1935» Pare 159*
(2) Ibid. Page l6i4..
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1) Mileap;e allov/ance - if salesman uses his own car.
2) Company pays the upkeep and expense on company-
ov.ned cars.
a) Any extra milea<^e should he explained,
h) Salesmen should obtain receipts for all
expenses incurred.
2. Meals, lode;inp; and entertainment
a. Company may pay actual expenses reported by salesmen.
b. Or the company may provide a daily or weekly allowance.
c. The first method is preferable and should be controlled
by carefully determined standards.
If profitability of customers or lines is beino determined,
salesmen should be reoi-iired to analyze their expenses accordingly. The
extent to ‘I'iihich this is possible depends upon the nature of the products
sold and the number of ct^stomers called tmon.
The three remaininp; elements should be controlled by establishing^
budr.et estimates on the basis of past experience or performance standards (l).
1. Advertising should be budgeted a fev/ months in advance on
the basis of past experience and future advertising programs.
2. Catalogue expense should be budgeted on the basis of the
amount of space allotted to each class of goods.
5 . Supervision and clerical expense should be based xipon
0-1 Heckert, J. B. and Stone, I. J. Tvliolesale Accounting and Control.
McGrav/-Hill Co., Inc. 11ev/ York. “T93^'
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standards of performance and controlled directly by the
sales executives.
The use of standards and budgets is not restricted to the
control of sellinr: expenses, for operation and general expense can also
be controlled in this manner (l).
2. Control of Accounts Receivable
That there is a definite expense involved in the carryinr^ of
accounts receivable on a company’s books was proven by J. Brooks Heckert
in a stu.dy made for one of hi s clients. Part of this study, illustrating
the manner in '.ihich various elements of the total expense were determined,
is presented in his ’.'.ho ] esale Accountinp; and Control (2).
It vrauld not be feasible for all concerns to undertake such a
detailed study of the cost of carrying its accounts receivable as is
presented by Hr. Heckert, because the expense would be too i^reat. It is
sufficient to realize that there is a co st to sellin<T croods on acr*ouiit
and only by prompt payment on the part of customers and elimination of
poor debtors by credit investigation can such expense be kept at a
minimum.
Mana.gement should be supplied constantly with information on
the credit standing of present and new customers. In the case of new
customers, this may consist of reports from other vholesale grocery
TlT’H’e'ck'ert
,
J. B. and Stone, I. J. Yholesale Accounting and Control .
FcCraw-Hill Co., Inc. Hev/' York. Paces '!7?-lM27
(2) Ibid. Paces 175-182.
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Budgets and Controls
establishments (l) or other creditors of the party involved.
Credit standinp; of present customers can be determined by
information from their other creditors or by periodic aging of accounts.
This latter function is a necessary and important step in the control of
accounts receivable.
Salesmen may be held responsible for the num.ber of bad debts
experienced among the custom.ers in their territories or for the prompt
payment of bills by their cu.stomers. This is di stastefi.’l to the salesmen,
but it •'.vill make them credit conscious and will probably save m.oney for
the concern.
3 . Control of Inventory
The subject of control of inventory is a len<^thy one ajid
,
therefore, vrarrants separate consideration in a chanter of its o'lm (2).
G. Graham IMiolesale Grocers, Inc.
1 . Budget
A budget should be dram up by the vice-president with the
assistmce o'f' the accountant and the buyer. This budget should provide
generally for operations a y^ar in advance and specifically for operations
TT) Tn^lie author’s ov-n city (Worcester, I'^ass.), there is a credit
organisation comprised of vdiolesale '-rocers "vdiich meets eveir/’ three
weeks or so for th^^* mirpose of discus sin*^ the cred-^t standing of
the retailers and institutions served by these men.
(2) See Chanter ''711.
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six TTionths in advance of the budget date. The size of the orr^sni zation
enables these wen to estimate all ohases of operations vwthout seel-ing
preliwinary inforwation frow anyone else in the concern, Hovrever, 'when
further information can be gained from it, salesmen ought to be questioned
on the estimated sales vdthin their territories.
The bird get should consist of a complete operating bx’.dget and,
as far as is possible, a financial budget. There is no need of a. fixed
capital budret since the concern rents the property and the amoimt of
its fixed assets is not creat. Estimated financial statements may be
drawn up by the public accountant if the management so desires.
2. Control of Selling E:'-^censes
Salesmen’s comoens ation shox'ld be composed of a base vreekly
salary plus a commission on the dollar gross margin of their sales (l)
•
This fulfills all the requirements of a fair compensation plan and
results in greater profits for the concern, since it malces the salesman
gross margin conscious. In order to maJce greater commissions, the
saiesmen will concentrate on the sale of products yielding the highest
"ross margin. Care Tm.ist be maintained, however, to be sure that salesmen
do not neglect low; margin goods altogether.
The costing of
. invoices provided for in Chapter III will serve
as the basis for determinat-i on of such commissions. Control can be kept
through direct supervision by the sales manager (vi.ce-president)
.
U. S. Deot. of Commerce, Bureai’ of Eoreio’n b. Domestic Commerce.
Effective Grocery ^hol^^alinjg. IT. S. Government Printing Office.
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Budgets and Controls
Salesmen use their ovm cars and should te paid on a mileage
basis. This eases the work in the office and enables closer control of
the transportation element of direct selling expense.
All salesm.en return to their ov/n homes each evening, their
territories being within easy driving distance; consequently, no allowance
need be made for meals and lodging.
Salesmen shoi Id be reimbursed in full for entertainment expenses
incurred by them with explanations required where excessive expenses are
evident
.
Advertising and cataloguing should be budgeted as v/as mentioned
previously. IJo additional control is necessmy.
Supervision and clerical expense needs no special control, since
all supervision is done by officers I'dio have an annual salary, and the
number of clerks is small.
3. Control of Accounts Receivable
The concern should become a member of the local v^olesale
grocers’ credit association, thus opening a source of information on
customer credit standings heretofore closed to it. Other sources of
credit information should also be utilized.
Accounts receivable should be aged at least monthly. Reports
of delinqu.ent accounts shov Id be brought to the attention of the salesmen,
since they are responsible for making collections as vrell as for obtaining
nevj- customers.
Definite policies regarding sales to customers Vvho are a certain
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Budgets and Controls
number of days behind in payment should be established. Information
regarding delinquency should be passed on to the salesmen as soon as
it is loiovaa.
Statements should be sent otit weekly, enabling as rapid turno-ve
of accoumts receivable as is possible. This also prevents a bad account
from becominr: too large before the management discovers that it is not
sound,
Renorts of bad debts should also be made knov.n to salesmen in
order to discourage the acquisition of orders vfithout regard to the
credit status of the customer.
lu Control of Inventory
A complete inventory system is outlined -in the last part of
Chapter VI I
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Control of Inventory
VI I
Control of Inventory
A. Need for Control
"The wholesaler assembles and warehouses in
a convenient place hoth a ouantity and a variety
of merchandise. This requires investment, risk,
judgment as to consumer demand, and knowledge of
economic forces" (l)
.
Inventory control deals d;irectly vfith the investment mentioned
above amd is the means of keeping tabs on that investment. Were any
businessman to have a sum of cash in the amount of |150,000 or larger
on hand in his place of business, he would talce every precaut^i on to
safeguard it and to provide a suitable means of finding its exact amount
at all times. Even cash in the bank, vhich is guarded by every possible
method, is watched carefially no matter vhat the sum.. The cash balance
is carried on the checkbook stub and chan-^^ed s/'/ith each deposit made or
check dra^wn, A reconciliation is then made at the end of each month to
find and correct errors.
Merchandise in stock should be trse.ted in the same way. As
aiich, it represents a great sum of money, for the wholesaler had to pay
cash for it and -will receive cash v;hen he sells it. Stock losses can
prove a great expense to the concern when they are expressed in terms
of their monetary value.
Not only will stock losses result in an exoense to the concern,
but stock shortares (out-of-stocks)
,
vdiich occur all too freouently "when
TlT Heckert, J. B. and Stone, I, J, tdiolesal e Accounting and Control.
McGraw-Hijl Co., Inc. Nev;^ York. 1955* Page 9*
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Control of Inventory
a close control of inventories is not kept, mil result in loss of
customers due to dissatisfaction vdth deliveries. A retailer orders
merchandise becau.se he needs it nnd failure to receive it on time mil
turn him to other lyholesalers.
This control is also imoortant if a wholesaler is operating
on the principle of lov: gross margin—high rate of turnover (l) and
is a factor that will aid greatly in buying.
B. Methods of Control
The methods of inventory control used by vdiolesale grocers may
be listed as follows (2);
1. Observation methods
2. Periodical stock-count methods
3 . Visible-index perpetual-inventory-control methods
1;. Unit-card, perpetual inventory method
The first method consists merely of going through the warehouse
and taking an actual or estimated count of stocks on hand, llo figures
are kept and the count only indicates what items are to be purchased.
Although this is the least expensive of the methods, it is also the least
accurate
.
( 1 ) U . S . Dept, of Commerce, Bureau of Foreign & Domestic Commerce.
Effective Grocery .<holesaling . U. S. Government Printing Office.
Washington” 19i+l . Pages 1u5j 15^, 158:
A system of inventory control is essential if the vdiolesaler is
to vreed out the slow-moving items prevent "out of stocks,"
establish optimum purchase quantities, and achieve a high rate
of turnover.
(2) Ibid. Pages 1144-1^;
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Inventory Control
The periodical stock-count methods render a lar;^er deo-ree of
current control end a permanent record or history of the 7jholesaler’
s
inventon,'' experience. This method involves the actual coxmtinv of the
stocks at scheduled times. The slower movin'^ items are scheduled for
co\mt:5n'^ fewer times than the fast-movin<5 items. Records are kept of
each count and a tickler file is employed for indicating viien a stock
cojnt should he taken.
This method is useful only where the warehouse is efficiently
arranged, the warehousemen are sufficiently supervised -when counting
and the office staff is accurate in recording all purchases.
The perpeti:al inventory methods are the most accurate, hut tiie
most exnensive form of inventory control. However, the savings resulting
from their use usually more than compensate for their expense.
The first, the visihle-index method, is com.prised of cards or
sheets kept in some kind of file or hinder and operates as follows:
Daily sales are posted from custom.ers' invoices in units. These
are subtracted from the total of the beginning irventory (units) plus the
purchases (units), leaving the balance on hand in units. By checking
these balances on hand periodically v/ith a physical inventory, discrepancies
can be investigated and corrected.
Special columns are provided on each card for purchases, sales
and balances on hand.
A sales recapitulat -ion card and a purchase card kept for each
item show monthly sales for a number of years, and a record of purchases
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Inventory Control
and the prices paid. From the latter it is possible to obtain:
1. The cost of Floods sold
2. The value and quantity of the goods on hand
The lapse of time betxveen the purchase and receipt of the
merchandise
.
A more detailed description of this method is shorn in the
illustration for the Graham Y.holesale Grocers, Inc. (1).
It is to be noted that the three methods of inventory control
considered thus far provide for control in terms of units only, dollar
value be in?: determined by multiplying the balance on hand for each item
by the price under one of the follov/inr (2):
1. The last purchase price
2. The first-in, first-out principle
5* Simple average price
^4. Weighted average price
5* Moving avera.-^e price
6. Current market price
(of these six, the first is usually satisfactory.)
Under the next method to be considered, the inventory is kept
in dollar values as •well as in units by the use of punched cards and
mechanical epuipment.
With the use of unit cards, the inventory consists of punched
TT7 See Page 12ii
(2) Heckert, J. B. and atone, I. J. Tholesale Accoi;nting and Control.
McGraw-Hill Co., Inc. Nevf York. ~*1955* Pare~95^
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Inventory Control
cards kept in a tab file. There is a card for each individual item of
inventory, such as each case, each bag or each box of the various kinds
of stock carr-^ed. These cards are punched to shovr the name of the vendor,
the type of goods, the cost and selling prices and any other information
desired (l)
•
They are then numbered consecutively from one to the maximum
number of items on hand in the particular ty.:,e of product. Each type has
a particular stock number. Thus each card carries two numbers—the stock
tyoe mamber and the individual unit number.
Y/hen a quantity of goods is sold, such as ten cases of peaches,
the cards for that quantity are nulled from the file. The remaining cards
/
show hoviT mach of that type of stock is left on hand.
For example, to contin\:e v.ith peaches, vre Vvill assume that a.
concern has 500 cases of Glorietta peaches in stock. There would then
be 300 cards in the tab file, card number 3OO shoving first. The order
for ten cases is received and filled. The inventcir'- clerk pulls ten
cards from, the file, leavin'" card -^^290 showing first. Thus, at a glance,
the inventory clerk or bi.yer can tell that there are 2^10 cases in stock,
since it is evident that there are 2^0 cards in the file.
Such a system requires automatic machines, large office space
and w'ell-trained personnel. Although the expense is great, it can be
Xl) ThF^ explanation of the operations of this system of inventory control
was outlined to the author by Kr. James I.icGourty, District Salesm.an
for International Business Machines Company, Yi/orcester, Massachusetts
Branch.
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Inventory Control
offset by a reduction in personnel and the use of the cards and machines for
analyzing sales and gross margins of profit by commodities, salesmen, terri-
tories, customers, etc. As a result, it is difficult to ascertain tiat how
miict of the expense of this system, is applicable to inventory control.
The reader vdll note that reference was made to units of merchan-
dise. These units may be in terms of cases, bags, 100 lb. vreights, etc.
However, orders are frequently received for less than unit amounts, necessi-
tating broken packaf^e handlin'* of goods. The extra handling of smeller
units results in an added cost as -well as added losses due to theft,
dam.amed packages, etc.
I
Management should try to reduce broken package ordering as much
as possible. This may he done in the follow5.nc vr:iys:
1. Set higher prices for broken packare lots.
2. Reduce the commission to salesmen on broken packages.
3. Salesm.en may be told not to vi.sit customers i^ho
frequently purchase in broken lots.
i4 . Orders for broken lots m.ay be refused.
5. Induce manufacturers to reduce the size of the cartons.
Ho matter to v/hat lengths the management goes in its efforts
to reduce broken packa'*e orders, it cannot eliminate them. The companjr
must always do some broken package sellinr- If it intends to maintain the
roodwiJl of its crastomers. The folloiving n^les will help to control
broken packa^-e lots (l):
( r) Heckert, J. R, and Stone, T, J, V.'holesa.le Accountinr and Control.
McC-rav.'-Hill Co., Inc. Hew York. “19357’' PaFe"200T'
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Inventory Control
1. A broken packa^-e room should be maintained if the amount
of such business warrants it.
2. Transfers to this room from regular stock should be noted
on the stock record. IJo effort should be made to control
broken package lots in detail, for it is too difficult a
task.
3 . A physical inventory should be taken periodically. This
should be checked a^-ainst the record balance on hand found
by adding the transfers to the initial inventory and sub-
tracting the amount used to fill broken-lot orders.
ij. A responsible employee shoi'ld be placed in charge of the
broken pa.cka'^e room. He should report directly to the
superintendent of the warehouse.
3 . The cost of this service should be determined by the
accountant and placed before the management to serve as
a basis for establishing the policy or method of continuing
such servie.
In costing to inventory records, the inventory clerk should be
careful to note transfers of stock to the broken-packap-e room.. If such
a. room, is not maintained, it vmll be impossible to keep an accurate per-
petual inventory, since the records are kept in terms of ivhole units.
The question of inventory control is of paramount importance
to the modern wholesale p’rocer. Some of the above methods should be used,
and the vdiolesaler should select the method that will ""ive him the best
"r-'
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Inventory Control
information and control that he desires. In raakin'^: his final decision,
the initial cost should not be the deciding factor, but such things as
the savin<^s in vrages, stock shortages and losses, loss of customer good-
\7ill, higher rate of turnover, and possibility of its use for other
purposes should be considered.
C. Graham V/holesale Grocers, Inc.
This concern carries an inventory of some 2,800 different items,
blit its sales are too small to warrant the tise of a unit card system of
inventory. Yet some method of perpetual inventory should be kept, for
the reasons stated earlier concerninr this type of inventory’' in genera].
The expense of keeping it xvill be compensated for by the reduction in
out of stocks and losses of stock 'v’diich have been hich I’p to this time.
The following system, explained in detail, is recommended:
The Remington-Rand Kardex File is excellently suited to the
needs of a small concern for keeping prices and a perpet^ial inventory.
The flat file drawers contain a great deal of information, yet do not
require much space. The names of the various products are alv/ays visible,
as are the prices, and the inventory clerk can post easily and rapidly.
By use of colored tabs, stock cwotas, ordering points, etc., cm be seen
at a glance ivithout lifting the card in the file.
The system herein cutlnned is desi^'ned for a concern having
anproximately "^,000 different t'’’Des of products ^n its warehoiise. Hovrever,
the same nrinciples can be applied to a greater or lesser line ,’)here
necessary.
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Inventory Hontrol
Two sixteen-drawer Fordex cabinets, "whirh can be placed on an
ordinary tab]e, vd]] serve the purpose. Each drawer has space for 100
different items. The fact that two cabinets are used provides space for
5,200 different types of merchandise.
Each draiver contains 100 base cands, each with a celluloid
strip alonr, the bottom. By means of slots in each base card, temporary
cards, ruled as desired, can be inserted in the file. Inventory data
can readily be recorded in detail upon these temporary cards and new cards
inserted when necessary. Recap cards, inserted on the back of the next
hip:her base card, provide su.mm.ari zation of the detail periodically, enabling:
the inventory clerk to discard the detail cards vlien they are f'.’ll (l)
.
The name of the item, the data for rbich appears on each card,
is inserted at the bottom of the base card, beneath the celluloid strip.
The left half of the strip contains the name and price inserts, vdiile
the r^’rht half is used to denote the ouantity of roods on hand by use
of a movable colored tab.
The ouantity insert denotes the number of days* or vreeks’
supply on hand. The colored tab is set at the proper po-^nt each day
as the inventory clerk posts, enabling the Ixiyer or any other executive
to tell at a rlance the stati’s of the inventory of each item without
reference to actual quantity figures. This quantity may be expressed
in v/ords as well e,s in terms of days’ and weeks* supply on hand by use
of a different insert.
HT* As outlined by A. D. Stubblebine, Manarer of Business Division, Reminrton-
Rand, Inc., orcest.r, Massachusetts Branch.
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Inventory Control
Once the cabinets are installed, the cards inserted, and all
arrangements made for ooeration of the system, the inventory clerk can
bee; in posting receipts and disbursements of merchandise.
Posting of merchandise shipped can be facilitated by the use
of tally cards vAiere an item appears on tvro or more orders. Instead
of recording the quantities shipped in the file directly from the order,
these ouantities are listed indivi-duially on tally cards for each item.
V'/hen all shioments have been recorded on the tally cards, these cards
can be totalled and that fio-ure posted to the file card. This procedure
elimina.tes the work of pulling and pushing file trays, lifting cards,
and t;'/ln'^. up v.se of the files for long periods. Thus, the pricing clerk,
bi’yer, etc., can have access to the files \7hile the Inventoiy clerk is
record-^ne ouantities shipped. As tally totals are posted, the balance on
hand figti.res are changed accord -in^^ly, thus keeping the -inventory figure
constantly up-to-date.
Orders received are posted daily directly to the inventory
card since there is seldomi, if ever, more than one order a day received
in any one item of merchandise. Just as the balance on hand figure is
chan'-^ed for shipments made, so it is changed for orders received.
The temporary card on the face of the base card records the
daily chances in inventory. This card, qust as all cards used, is m’led
on both sides so that it can be used to full advantage.
The total quantity shipped fifnire at the end of each month is
transferred to a summarg/' card on the back of the next higher file card.
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Invf^ntory Control
Th: s monthly summary serves as a basis for reference viien manevement is
tryin"" to determine peaJc periods, ratio of stock turnover, etc. The
summaipr card also provides space for the nam.es of fo^^r vendors v/hich sell
the particular item, thus enabling the buyer to place an order when stocks
become depleted.
The svimm.ary card only takes one half the space provided on the
back of the next higher base card. The other half carries an order record'
card which pro''rides columns headed, as follo^yrs;
t
1. Date ordered
2
. Order number
3 . '\'>.''nt? t’^ ordered
Is Date received
5. ''u'^ntit;”- -^ece-i-ved.
6. Balance due
7. Ifumber of days’ delivery
All entries in these cards are made "in tf'rms of units, for
the inventory is not kept as a part o'^' the books of a'^ccunt vnth a. control
account in the gen'^ral ledger. Hovrever, if the -monetary value of the
inventory is desired at any time, the inventory clerk or pricing clerk
should m'.iltiply the balance on hand .figi’re for ea.eh item by the last cest
priee. The total of the values fon each item v/ill be the value of the
enti re i nventory
.
.in i 1 lu.nt'^at on of the records used in this method is shovm
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Reports
I
A. General
The data feathered in the numerous records and journals mentioned
in the preceding chapters would serve no purpose, other than an histouToal
one, if ^t were not summarized and presented to management at a time and
in a form enabling control of selling cost, inventories, and accounts
recei vable. Conseqt-ient ly, the ac^oontant is responsible not only for
keeping accurate records, but also for making reports to management
based on the informat-i on therein. These reports, together with the
accountant’s comments and suggestions, carry a great ammnt of v:eight
aroi'nd the conference table
.
The reports needed by management vary with each concern, and
it is up to the accountant to de-'rise those reoulred for his particular
establishment (l). Hovrever, there are certain rules that he should
follow in this ren-ard (2).
1. The report should contain only information, languarre, and
terms that are readily understood by the reader.
2. The report she; Id be confined to one subject or ourpose
as much as possible.
3 . Ho individual report should contain an excessive number
Tiy Heckert, J. B. and Stone, I. J. i'yholesale A ccainting and Control
.
McGraw-Hill Go., Inc. New York. 1935‘
Pave RQ: "The various tyoes of reports must be left to the resoiirce-
fulness and in'^en'.iity of the accountant."
(2) Ibid. Pa^e li|l ,
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Reports
of fi^.res.
ii. The information should he suited to the man v.^ho ivill use it.
5. Generally speaking, only exceptional situations or variations
from standards or budgets need be reported if the report is
designed primarily for control purposes.
6. Uo reports should be made sim.ply for routine.
The reports and statements that should be furnished are those
vtiich are necessary for the follov/ing purposes;
1. Policy determination
2. Program preparation
3. Establishment of standards of operation
1|.. Sales control
5. Exoense control
6. Investment and financial operations control
The follov^ing nuoation illustrates the importance of such
statements and reports (l);
’’.Mother vyholesaler finds that the expense
of making the sales and gross-margin analyses
that are necessary for his monthly operating
statements is repaid by the benefits derived
from the timeliness of the information obtained
to control expenses. He said:
’Havin'^ set up departmental expense accounts
vve assif^n resoonsibility for m.any of our operating
exoense items to specific dewrtments . can
estimate accurately the sales, buyin'^, imrehousin"',
<'offee roastin'^, delivery, and other expenses. This
TT) H ^ Deot. of Commerce, 'Rureaii of Forei'j-n ?r Domestic Commerce.
Effective Grocery ^'holesal ing . TT. . Gov't Printin" Office. V'ashi n<^ton.
WIjI . Pace 169.
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Reports
"’classification involves a detailed system of accounts
and much time is spent in classifying; each item of
income and expense. V/e do it, hov/ever, because we find
the results useful.
’To help each departmental executive control the
income and expense for which he is responsible, we.
prepare monthly operating statements. These show
sales, cost of sales, fr:ross margins, detailed and total,
expenses for each department and the monthly net profit.
They are prepared from our regubo.* accounting records.
Actual monthly sales, cost of goods sold, and gross
margins are obtained from sales analyses. A few minor
annual expenses, such as taxes, are estimated. YIe finish
these operating- statements scon after the close of the
month and although the total monthly exoenses and net
profits are partly estimated, we .find they check closely
with annual figures.'"
The re'oorts are not limited to monthly profit and loss statements.
As was stated in one of the rules presented earlier, "The information should
be suited to the man vho will xrse it (l)." Consequently, reports may be
classified according to the persons for whom they are designed;
1. Reports for general m.anagers
2. Reports for department m.anagers
3» Reports for salesmen
i;. Reports from salesmen
5. Reports for sales managers
The reports to the general managers should be in summary form
and should call attention to exceptional siti;ations vliich need consideration.
Suggestive of this type are (2);
(1) Ref^. Rule i;. Page IJiO
(2) Heckert, J. B. and Stone, T. J. Wholesale Accountinf^ and Control.
McTrraw-Hill Co., Tnc. New York. ""Pafe llili.
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Reports
a. A report on the trend of sales vath net sales expressed
in both dollars and physical -T-olume.
b. A coinparTSon of actual net sales with the budget in both
dollars and physical voltime. Important variations ?n
certain departments, salesmen, and classes of custom.er
are set forth individually.
c. A. com.parison of actual performance with standards, in
terms of percentage performance with ind?vidu a.1 variati-ons
shown.
d. A comparison of sales returns and allowances v;ith standards,
toe:ether with an analysis of the causes of such retiirns
and allowances.
e. A rcoort on important variations of gross profit from the
budget
.
f. A comparison of sales expense vdth the budget, setting
forth important variations by individual items or
classifications of expense.
Most of the information primarily desired hy department managers
or buyers, such as that pertaining to the demand for individual items,
and the movem.ent of items is obtained by direct contact vdth salesmen and
stock clerks. However, the followinp: are suggestive of the formal monthly
reports that may be found useful (l):
Til He"ckert, J. B. and vStone, I. J. .holesale At^ountinr ft Control.
McGraw-Hill Co., Inc. Hew York. 195^* Page l^l*
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Reports
1. A report presenting departmental sales, end gross profit
amount and percentage for the month to date.
2. A comparison of sales end gross profit with the budget.
5 . A comparison of sales and gross profit v/ith the standard.
A statement of returns and allowances analyzed as to causes.
The question of giving reports to salesmen is a much, debated
one. Some executives feel it tends to make the salesmen think too much
of themselves and is a source of information to competitors, v/hile
others believe that, as a result of receTvinp reports, the salesman feels
he has a real interest in the concern and is able to view his oxvn progress,
iihere friven, these reports should concern themselves x'/ith (l)
:
a. Sales
b. Sales returns and ^Ilox^'ances
c. Gross profit
d. Direct expense
e. Sales by classes of merchandise
f. Comparisons of these items xwith standard.
Valuable infonnation can usually be obtained from salesmen.
Thus, regular reports on the following items should be made by these
men ( 1 ) ;
1. Sales obtained
2. Expenses incixrred
3 . 'Collections made
XT) Heckert, J. B. and Stone, t. j. Wholesale Accounting k Control.
McGra’-z-Hill Co., Inc. Nexv York. Page^l52'-]'55~
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Reports
U. Adjustments made
5 . Routing in advance
The sales majiager mu.st have frequent end prompt reports con-
cerning the relation of total actual performance to the program, as well
as the relation of actual performance of his men to standard. He should
receive a copy of all the reports presented to the general manager plus
others relating to special items, as suggested in the following list (l):
1. Statements each week concerning the actual perform.ance
of each salesman in terms of sales, gross profit, amount
of gross profit, percentage, direct expenses, excess of
gross profit over expense, calls made, nev: customers, etc.
2. A comparison each month of sales expenses with the budget,
variations being shorn -'n detail.
3 . A comparison each month of gross orofit with the budget,
variations being analyzed by salesmen and departments.
Ii. A comparison of sales returns and allorrsnces mth standards
and an analysis of the causes, if such returns and allowances
are important enough to warrant it.
5 . A cumulative comparison of actual net sales with standards
or quotas set each month.
These reports are only suggestive of those that might be found
txseful. The use of all of them in some concerns would result in an
7*1) Heckert, J. E. and Stone, I. J. Yihol esale Aocounting & Control.
McGravz-Hill Co., Tnc. Hew York. "*19'55» Pages l)!9-150~
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Rpiportf? '
pverabvndsnce of inaterj al, ’vhile in other,a they might he supplemented
by additional reports peorliar to the individtxal concerns. Tn each case,
it is a decision for the accountant and the management to maJce.
B. Graham Vi/holesale Grocers, Inc.
The need for regu.lar ceports is great in a concern of an.y si?,e,
the only difference being in the number and t3rpes of these reports. In
a concern such as this, adhere managerial duties are handled for the most
part by tvm individuals, they are greatly reduced. Hov/ever, in order to
aid in buying, selling, and control in general, the follovmng reports
should be presented to the vice-president monthly or as closely to this
as is permissible, since such reports will have to be drawn up by the
oi^blic accountant: ^
1 . A coT-’parison of actual net sales "with the bu.dget in both
doll ar s and phys i cal volume
.
2. A comparison of sales returns and alloiv-ances "irnth standard.
3. A report on important variations of gross profit as compared
with the b-idget.
if.. A comparison of sales expenses 'with the bti.di^et, setting
forth imoortant variations by classifications of expense.
5. Statements concernin'^' the acti;al performance of each
salesman in terms of sales, gross profit, amount of gross
profit percentage, and direct expenses.
6. A cumulative comparison of nc'tual net sales "with standards
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Reports
or quotas set each month.
Since the functnons of npn8.ger snd sales manager are
hoth performed by the vice-president, these reports vd.il be of value to
him.
The clerk, as biurer, should receive the following reports;
T
. A comparison of sales and gross profit with the budget.
2. A comparison of sales and gross profit with the standard.
5. Sales returns snd allovrances analyzed as to causes if they
are numerous.
In order to inform each salesman of his individual performances
and to instill an interest in the firm, vdthin him, the follov/ing reports
should be made to salesmen;
1. Sales
2. Sales returns and allov/ances
5. Gross profit
Direct exoense
5. Comparisons wi.th standards
Som.e of these reports can be prepared by the bookkeeper and
clerks, vdi: le others must avra.it the attention of the public accountant
serving the concern. Comparisons should be m.ade of the cost of preparing
these reports with the benefits to be derived from them and eliminations
made vdiere the cost is excessive.
In addition to the reports mentioned above, quarterly, or i'^
possible, monthly operatin'^ statements similar to that shov/n in Figure 10
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should be drav.Ti up. Semiaxinually a balance sheet similar to that shoivn
in Fifaire 11 should be presented. These statements should be supported
bjr comments and supp-estions of the public accountant.
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Reports
Exhibit I
GRAHM ¥EOLESia.E GROCERS, INC.
Statement of Profit and Loss
For the Months Ending 19
Year to Date
Dollars %
Gross Sales
Less: Sales Returns & Allowances
Sales Discounts
Net Sales
Cost of Goods Sold
Merchandise Inventory (Beginning)
Merchandise Purchases
Less; Purchase Discounts
Merchandise Inventory (Endir.g)
Cost of Goods Sold
Selling Expenses (Sch. 1)
Delivery Expenses (Sch. 2)
7¥arehouse Exoenses (Sch, 3)
Receiving & Handling Expenses (Sch. I4.)
Budget
Dollars %
Figure 10, Profit k Loss Statement
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Reports
Schedule 1
Selling Expenses
Year to Date
Doll ars %
Salesmen’s Salaries
Salesmen’s Commissions
Salesmen’s Traveling Expense
Advertising
Miscellaneous Selling Expense
Total (To Exhibit l)
Figure 10. Schedule 1
Schedule 2
Delivery Expenses
Year to Date
Dollars %
Truck Repairs
Gas and Oil
Drivers’ Salaries
Truck Insurance
Delivery Supplies
Truck License & Taxes
Depreciation - Truck
Miscellaneous Delivery Expense
Total (To Exhibit II)
Budget
Dollars
Budget
Dollars
Figure 10. Schedule 2
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Reports
Schedule
^
Receiving and Handling Expense
Year to Date
Dollars %
Budget
Dollars %
Warehouse Salaries & \Yages
Warehouse Repairs
Warehouse Rent
Y/arehouse Supplies
Insurance on Inventories
Miscellaneous Warehouss Expense
Total (To Exhibit l)
Figure 10, Schedule 5
Schedule I4.
General Management and Office Expense
Year to Date
Dollars %
Budget
Dollars %
Officers’ Salaries
Office Ssl aries
Office Supplies
Telephone and Telegraph
General Repairs
Office Rent
Bad Debts
Miscellaneous General Expense
Ta:>:es - Property, etc.
Charity & Donations
Cash Short and Over
Heat, Light & Power
Insurance
Interest Expense
Legal and Audit
Fed’eral Old-Age Benefit Taxes
Mass. Unerapbyment Comp. Taxes
Total (To Exhibit I)
Figure 10. Schedule
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Reports
Exhibit II
GRAHAI'J HiOLESALE GROCERS, IKC.
Balance Sheet
, 19
Assets
Current Assets
Petty Cash
Cash in Bank
Accounts Receivable
Less: Reserve for Bad Debts
Merchandise Inventory
Merchandise Advances
Total Current Assets
Fixed A-Ssets
Salesmen' s Cars
Delivery Equipment
Office Equipment
Less; Reserve for Depreciation
Salesmen’ s Cars
Delivery Equipment
Office Equipment
Total Fixed Assets
Deferred Expenses
Prepaid Insurance
Prepaid Advertising
Salesmen’s Advances
Total Deferred Charges
Total Assets
Figure 11. Balance Sheet
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Reports
GRAHAIa MOLESALE grocers, IRC.
Balance Sheet
19
Liabilities & Capital
Current Liabilities
iMotes Payable - Bank
Accounts Payable - Trade
Total Current Liabilities
Accrued Items
Accrued Payroll
Commissions Payable
Accrued Taxes
Other Payables
Total Accrued Items
Total Liabilities
Capital
Capital Stock
Surplus (Beginning)
Add: Net Profit
Total Capital
Total Liabilities & Capital
(Figure 11. Balance Sheet Cont.)
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Conclusion
A. The Aocountsmt -in Grocery “Whole saliis
The R'^oountent is en important fifnire in modern p;rocery vdiole-
salinf^. He is charged mth the responsibility of keepin": all records of
transactions, v^hich records are necessany for the protection of his
company. He is not a mere bookkeeper, for his duties carr-'’- him. into the
fields of insurance, taxes, auditing, business management (l).
f.^uch TAnei^ht is placed upon the reoorts tha.t the accountant
makes to management and his analysis of them. In fact, one author states
that the task of reporting to the Tarious executives such information as
is necessary for determining policies, preparation of the program,
establishment of standards of performance, and measurement of actual
performance constitutes the accountant’s chief responsibility and his
greatest opportunity (2).
In addition to the functions of protection and control as mentioned
in the precedinr paragraphs, the accoi’.ntant , or controller, can aid greatly
in the coordination of the activities of the concern through his work in
helnine to foimiul ate
,
revise, and report on the budget ( 5) •
Despite the fact that the controller may have grea.t experience
and ability as well as a sojnd accounting system, he sho'.''ld insist upon
TT) He'clcert, J. B. and Stone, I. J. Wholesal e Accountin'^ & Gontrol.
McGrav-Hill Go., Inc. Hew York. 1935* Pages ^11 - 21 ^.
(2) Ibid. Page 213.
(3) Itid. Pare 213.
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Conclusion
a reoui.lar aud:it by a reputable publ^i.c accountant. Such an audit would
not only afford protection for himself but vrould also furnish m8nap:ement
with an iitroartial and experienced judcTnent which is valuable in detectinp:
and correcting; v/eakness in methods and procedure (l).
B. Limitations £f the ^Thesis
In order to perform his duties properly, the accountant must
have adeciuate records for patherTn^' the information he needs. In order
to manare properly, the executives should have some knovdedf^e of the
accormtinp: principles involved in its particular line of business. This
thesis has attempted to present these principles, together with an illus-
tration of their application, for the reader’ s consideration.
It does not pretend to be all-inclusive, for there is no one
set of principles applic ^le to all wholesale groceries. Neither does
it atterrpt to treat in detail all the principles that are mentioned, for
tire and space do not permit it. However, the reader is referred to the
vanious texts ?n the biblio'^raphy for a mere detailed stvidy of the appli-
cation of these principles.
TIT” Heckert, J. B. and Stone, I. J. Wholesale Accountin'^ Control.
McGrav/^-Hill Co., Inc. New York. 1935» P&Fe 2lh
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